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Abstract
Assessing the availability o f forage fishes is key to understanding fluctuations in populations of 
apex predators that prey upon them, including pinnipeds and seabirds in the Gulf of Alaska. In 
this study, multiple aspects o f forage fish availability were measured in coastal waters of the 
Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska, in May (2004 & 2005), August (2004 & 2005), November (2006), 
and April (2007). Efforts were focused on four pelagic species that consistently dominated 
midwater trawl catches and have been described as important prey for upper trophic level 
predators around the Archipelago: walleye pollock (Theragra chalcogramma), Pacific herring 
(Clupeapallasii), capelin (Mallotus villosus), and eulachon (Thaleichthys pacificus). Fatty acid 
and stomach content analyses were combined to estimate the diet composition o f these forage 
fishes as a means of identifying the immediate source o f energy they transfer to upper trophic 
level taxa. Values of copepod-originated fatty acids indicated underestimation of dietary copepods 
by stomach content analysis, which suggests that fatty acid analysis should be used to supplement 
conventional methodologies in forage fish field studies. Lipid content and fatty acid composition 
were highly variable within species, suggesting that the use o f average values at the species level 
should be avoided in fine-scale ecological investigations. Mesoscale horizontal distribution and 
energy density of forage fishes were measured in May and August (2005) to assess the prey fields 
available to local apex predators over critical periods of their life history. Dense post-spawning 
aggregations formed seasonal energetic “hotspots”, exemplified by herring schools on the 
northwest side of the Archipelago in May and capelin schools on the northeast side in August. 
Results presented in this dissertation offer key information needed to identify energetic pathways 
o f significance to upper trophic level consumers in the Kodiak Archipelago. Understanding local 
trophic interactions and their role in regional apex predator population fluctuations will improve 
efforts to develop trophodynamic models and ecosystem-based fishery management plans in the 
North Pacific Ocean.
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1General Introduction 
BACKGROUND
Since the 1970s, major population declines in pinnipeds and seabirds have been observed in 
the Gulf of Alaska and Bering Sea. Regional decreases by up to 85% were reported in Steller sea 
lions Eumetopias jubatus  (Merrick et al. 1987, Trites & Larkin 1996), northern fur seals 
Callorhinus ursinus (York 1990, Towell et al. 2006), harbor seals Phoca vitulina richardsi 
(Pitcher 1990, Womble et al. 2010), and several species of murres and kittiwakes (Byrd et al. 
2008, Slater & Byrd 2009). A variety o f hypotheses have been brought forward to explain the 
declines, several of which are concerned with prey availability and quality (Merrick et al. 1997, 
Trites & Donnelly 2003): for example, the lack of high-quality prey was proposed to have 
negative effects on Steller sea lion reproductive success of adult females and the survival of their 
young (Calkins et al. 1998, Rosen & Trites 2005). Coincident with the declines in pinniped and 
seabird populations, significant decreases in forage fishes have occurred in the North Pacific 
Ocean since the 1970s (Alverson 1992, Anderson & Piatt 1999), along with abrupt climatic 
changes (Mantua et al. 1997, Hare & Mantua 2000). Because forage fishes constitute a major 
prey source for piscivorous pinnipeds and seabirds (Piatt et al. 2006, McKenzie & Wynne 2008), 
the declines in apex predators are considered to be partially attributed to the decreases in forage 
fishes and further to climate changes (Trites et al. 2007), although specific mechanisms of trophic 
interactions between forage fishes and their predators are still unclear. Therefore, refining our 
knowledge about forage fishes is one critical step toward explaining historical and current 
fluctuations in apex predators, and predicting future trends in relation to climate change (Springer 
& Speckman 1997, Trites et al. 2007).
Chapter 1:
2FORAGE FISHES AS ENERGY CONVEYERS
Forage fishes form the main energy passageways between zooplankton and piscivorous 
fishes, marine mammals and seabirds (Springer & Speckman 1997). Forage fishes consume a 
wide range o f holo- and mero-zooplankton taxa, including copepods, euphausiids, and crab larvae 
(Grover 1990, Merati & Brodeur 1996, Wilson et al. 2006). They are also consumed by a variety 
of piscivorous predators, including groundfishes (Yang & Nelson 2000, Yang et al. 2006), marine 
mammals (Sinclair & Zeppelin 2002, McKenzie & Wynne 2008), and seabirds (Hatch & Sanger 
1992, Golet et al. 2000). It has been noticed that a small number of forage fish species, typically 
less than ten, transfer most o f the energy that is conveyed from zooplankton to piscivorous 
predators in a given marine ecosystem (Springer & Speckman 1997, Ayon et al. 2008). These 
forage fish species are characterized by extremely high abundances and serve as the energetic 
intermediates between numerous species of zooplankton prey and piscivorous predators (Cury et 
al. 2000, Freon et al. 2009). As a result, each forage fish species is linked with a high number of 
prey and predator taxa through direct trophic interactions and can be an important driving factor 
for ecosystem dynamics (Hunt & McKinnell 2006, Bakun et al. 2009).
FORAGE FISH AVAILABILITY
Information on the availability of forage fishes as prey is a key to understanding distribution 
and population changes in piscivorous predators (Springer & Speckman 1997). For example, 
variations in capelin (Mallotus villosus) availability led to population fluctuations of Atlantic cod 
(Gadus morhua) off eastern Newfoundland, Canada, in the 1980s (Methven & Piatt 1989); the 
low availability o f capelin and Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) was a major factor contributing 
to the acute adult mortality and subsequent population decline of common murre (Uria aalge) in 
Norwegian waters in mid-1980s (Anker-Nilssen et al. 1997). Thus, understanding forage fish 
availability is an effective approach in our efforts towards a more thorough understanding of
3marine ecosystems and ecosystem-based fisheries management of upper trophic levels (Pikitch et 
al. 2004, Bogetveit et al. 2008).
Availability o f forage fishes is defined by several aspects, including size range, horizontal 
and vertical distribution patterns, biomass, and energy content. Size range and distribution 
patterns affect the accessibility of a prey field, because different predators have different 
thresholds for prey size (Sinclair et al. 2008, Young et al. 2010), horizontal foraging distance 
(Milette & Trites 2003, Davis et al., 2006, Fauchald 2009), and diving depth (Mitani et al. 2004, 
Bearhop et al. 2006, Cornick et al. 2006). Biomass and energy content measure the quantity and 
quality o f available prey fields (Adams et al. 2008, Winter et al. 2009).
Various aspects o f forage fish availability, such as horizontal and vertical distribution 
patterns, are often correlated to attributes of their zooplankton prey (Schabetsberger et al. 2000, 
Swartzman et al. 2002). These associations allow us to use zooplankton prey as a link to connect 
variations in forage fish availability with climate changes, because zooplankton are typically 
more quickly and directly affected by environmental parameters than forage fishes (Verheye & 
Richardson 1998, Ayon et al. 2008). However, these efforts first require the correct identification 
of important zooplankton prey, which demands an accurate description of forage fish diet 
composition. Therefore, deriving a reliable method to estimate forage fish diets is integral to 
better understanding forage fish availability.
In the western Gulf o f Alaska, refining our knowledge of forage fish availability is in urgent 
need for investigating ecological questions of immediate biological and economic concerns. As a 
result o f a severe decline, the western stock of Steller sea lions (in areas west of 144°W longitude) 
was listed as “endangered” under the US Endangered Species Act in 1997. Groundfish 
management in Alaska since the 1990s has been largely influenced by the listing. In order to 
address this issue, the Gulf Apex Predator-Prey Program was established to study trophic 
relationships between Steller sea lions, their prey, competitors, and predators in the regions
4around the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska. My dissertation project is part of the program and 
focuses on forage fishes in the coastal waters of the Archipelago. The results of this project are 
not only valuable to the Steller sea lion issue, but also applicable to investigations of other apex 
predators in the western Gulf of Alaska.
DISSERTATION OBJECTIVES AND ORGANIZATION
The overall goal o f this project was to define forage fish availability in coastal waters of the 
Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska. These coastal waters are essential feeding and spawning habitats for 
forage fishes (Pahlke 1985, Loewen 2007), which constitute critical food sources for local apex 
predators (McKenzie & Wynne 2008, Witteveen et al. 2008). I focused on the northeastern and 
western sides o f the Archipelago; both areas are primarily influenced by the near-shore 
buoyancy-driven Alaska Coastal Current (Stabeno et al. 1995). Hydrographic features in these 
waters are highly variable at relatively small spatial and temporal scales, resulted from the 
interactions among the prevalent Alaska Coastal Current, a large number of freshwater runoffs 
into embayments, and complex topography (Stabeno et al. 2004), Sampling in these waters 
provided an opportunity to examine fine-scale variations in forage fish availability in a highly 
dynamic setting.
In this dissertation, different aspects of forage fish availability were addressed in three 
studies, which are described in the following three chapters:
In Chapter Two, results on forage fish diet composition are presented. The objective was to 
combine fatty acid and stomach content analyses in order to refine the estimation of forage fish 
diet composition. The hypothesis was that dietary copepods are underestimated by stomach 
content analysis. The hypothesis was conceived based the following: 1) copepods and 
euphausiids are evacuated from forage fish stomachs at different rates due to differences in body 
size and exoskeleton fragility, and 2) copepods and euphausiids are often found in the same
5individual stomachs in stomach content analysis. Copepod-originated fatty acids were used to 
estimate the proportions o f dietary copepods, which were compared with the proportions derived 
from stomach content results. Discrepancies between the two datasets were discussed. The use of 
fatty acid analysis as a supplementary tool to stomach content analysis in studying forage fish 
feeding ecology was evaluated.
Chapter Three describes intra-species variations in forage fish lipid dynamics. Lipid content 
and fatty acid composition offer insights into forage fish life history and plankton production, and 
are important aspects in defining forage fish availability to upper trophic level predators. The 
objective was to improve the resolution o f intra-species lipid dynamics in local forage fishes. 
Variations in lipid content and fatty acid composition related to month, fish length, and location 
were examined. Potential reasons for and implication of these variations were discussed.
In Chapter Four, horizontal distribution and energy density o f forage fishes were measured to 
assess mesoscale variations in forage fish availability. The hypotheses were that 1) patchiness of 
forage fishes is species specific and these patchy distributions form seasonal “hotspots” of 
feeding grounds for apex predators, and that 2) biomass o f forage fish assemblages is an 
inadequate proxy for the amount of energy available to predators. Distribution parameters of four 
forage fish species, computed based on acoustic-trawl survey data and geostatistics, were 
compared among five study regions and between two months in the Kodiak Archipelago. Spatial 
variations in species-specific and species-combined energy density were described. The use of 
biomass as a proxy for energy density was evaluated at two spatial scales. Implications of the 
results on local apex predators were discussed.
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Underestimation of Dietary Copepods by Stomach Content Analysis: Using 
Fatty Acid Analysis to Refine Estimation of Forage Fish Diet Composition1 
ABSTRACT
Understanding o f forage fish feeding ecology requires an accurate description of diet composition. 
Fatty acid and stomach content analyses were combined to estimate diet composition in walleye 
pollock (Theragra chalcogramma), Pacific herring (Clupea pallasii), capelin {Mallotus villosus), 
and eulachon {Thaleichthys pacificus) collected in embayments around the Kodiak Archipelago, 
Alaska. Comparisons between copepod-originated fatty acids and stomach contents in the four 
forage fish species indicated the underestimation of dietary copepods by stomach content analysis. 
The magnitudes of copepod underestimation could have profound effects on estimation of forage 
fish prey consumption. A “copepod-snacking” hypothesis was developed to account for the sharp 
contrast between fatty acid and stomach content results. As a valuable supplement to conventional 
stomach content analysis, fatty acid analysis should be included in field studies to better our 
understanding o f forage fish feeding ecology.
Chapter 2:
1 Prepared for submission to Marine Ecology Progress Series. Guo L, Foy RJ, Schaufler L, 
Wynne KM. Underestimation o f dietary copepods by stomach content analysis: using fatty acid 
analysis to refine estimation of forage fish diet composition.
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INTRODUCTION
Effectiveness o f ecosystem-based fishery management relies on our knowledge of the key 
processes in a given ecosystem (Pikitch et al. 2004). In the Gulf of Alaska (GOA), such a key 
process is the energy transfer from zooplankton to small fishes of high abundance (Mundy & 
Hollowed 2005, Spies 2007). These small fishes, often referred to as forage fishes, play a critical 
role in sustaining productive fisheries as adults or as prey o f commercially exploited species 
(Springer & Speckman 1997). In addition, forage fishes are the main energy conveyor between 
zooplankton and piscivorous fishes, marine mammals, and seabirds (Mundy & Hollowed 2005, 
Spies 2007). Therefore, understanding the feeding ecology of forage fishes in the GOA is an 
essential step to relate population fluctuations of upper trophic level taxa to variability of 
plankton production and further to changing climatic forces (Springer & Speckman 1997).
An accurate description o f diet composition is required for many aspects of fish feeding 
ecology, such as prey selectivity, seasonal or ontogenetic patterns, and inter-species competition 
(Gerking 1994). When describing diet composition, stomach content analysis has long been 
employed as the standard practice, which quantifies ingested food items temporarily stored in 
stomachs prior to their evacuation into intestines. Each type of food item remains in a stomach for 
a certain duration, typically measured in gastric evacuation time or rate (Elliott 1972). Food items 
with shorter gastric evacuation time tend to be underestimated compared to those with longer 
gastric evacuation time, which is a potential error source o f stomach content analysis (Hyslop 
1980).
The potential bias induced by differential gastric evacuation rates can be problematic in 
analyzing forage fish stomachs containing taxa of such diverse sizes as copepods and euphausiids. 
In subarctic waters, copepods and euphausiids are usually the two most abundant constituents of 
forage fish stomach contents (Astthorsson & Gislason 1997, Brodeur et al. 2000). Forage fishes 
start ingesting euphausiids when they attain adequate gape width and swimming speed to capture
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these relatively large and evasive prey taxa (Huse & Toresen 1996, Brodeur 1998). As fish grow 
larger while remaining zooplanktivorous, the relative importance of copepods as prey generally 
decreases, whereas the importance o f euphausiids increases; over this stage, copepods and 
euphausiids commonly co-occur in the same individual stomach (O'Driscoll et al. 2001, Wilson et 
al. 2006). Co-occurring prey o f differential volumes and exoskeletal chitinization are digested and 
passed through fish alimentary tracts at different rates (Hopkins & Larson 1990, Salvanes et al. 
1995, Andersen 1999, 2001), potentially leading to the underestimation o f small- and soft-bodied 
prey (Gannon 1976, Sutela & Huusko 1994). Copepods are considered to be evacuated from 
stomachs more rapidly than euphausiids (LeBrasseur & Stephens 1965), which is in agreement 
with results from laboratory studies. Brodeur & Pearcy (1987) reported that 90% (by weight) of 
ingested euphausiids were evacuated in 28.4 h from stomachs of sub-yearling coho salmon 
(Oncorhynchus kisutch) fed to satiation at 11.4°C. The same amount of evacuation took 20.9 h in 
adult Arctic charr (Salvelinus alpinus) fed ad libitum at 10.0°C (Amundsen & Klemetsen 1988).
In both experiments, euphausiids were frozen and defrosted in advance, which can cause 
exoskeleton degradation and accelerate euphausiid evacuation by various degrees (Temming & 
Herrmann 2003). In contrast, the estimated time to evacuate 90% of copepod from stomachs of 
juvenile Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) is 4 -  5 h at 14.9°C (Szypuia & Zalachowski 1984), 
which is equivalent to 6 -  8 h at 10.0°C if calculated with temperature-dependent functions 
obtained from two experiments in which euphausiids were fed to adult Arctic charr (Amundsen & 
Klemetsen 1988) and whiting (Merlangius merlangus, Andersen 1999). Thus, the gastric 
evacuation time o f euphausiids is expected to be distinctly longer than that of copepods, although 
a direct comparison o f gastric evacuation rates between the two groups fed to the same fish 
species under the same laboratory settings has not been reported. Consequently, the proportions 
o f ingested copepods can be underestimated in copepod-and-euphausiid mixed stomach contents 
in forage fishes. Due to the inherent nature of this bias, alternative methodologies are needed to
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supplement stomach content analysis in order to achieve a more reliable estimate o f forage fish 
diet composition.
An alternative methodology is to measure copepod-originated fatty acids in forage fishes as a 
semi-quantitative means to evaluate the underestimation o f copepods by stomach content analysis. 
Fatty acids are structural moieties in most lipid molecules (Christie 2003): fatty acids are 
typically esterified to alcohol groups (e.g., in glycerides) or amino groups (e.g., in sphingolipids). 
In marine plankton and fishes, fatty acids are commonly composed of 14 to 24 carbon atoms and 
up to six double bonds (see previous reviews for details of fatty acid structures, functions, and 
metabolism, e.g., Ackman & McLachlan 1968, Sargent & Henderson 1986, Tocher 2003). To date, 
calanoid copepods are the only known marine organisms capable of de novo biosynthesis of 
considerable amounts o f 20:1 (20 carbon atoms and one double bond) and 22:1 fatty acids and 
fatty alcohols (Sargent & Henderson 1986; also as a reference for structures, functions, and 
biosynthesis o f fatty alcohols in copepods). Several high latitude species of calanoid copepods 
deposit lipids predominately as wax esters, where 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids and fatty alcohols 
account for up to half o f the total lipid weight (Sargent & Henderson 1986, Saito & Kotani 2000). 
In zooplanktivorous fishes, dietary fatty alcohols are efficiently oxidized into fatty acids while 
dietary fatty acids are directly absorbed with little alteration (Patton & Benson 1975, Sargent et al. 
1979). As a result, both 20:1 and 22:1 fatty alcohols and fatty acids from copepods are deposited 
as 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids in fishes (Tocher 2003). Furthermore, 22:1 fatty acids are catabolized 
faster than 20:1 fatty acids and both are catabolized faster than other fatty acids in fishes (Pascall 
& Ackman 1976, Sargent 1976). For example, in capelin, selective oxidation of 20:1 and 22:1 
fatty acids during sexual maturation resulted in only trace amounts o f these fatty acids in roe 
lipids in contrast to the high concentrations in the lipids o f parental fish (Henderson et al.
1984a,b). Preferential utilization of 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids reduces the relative abundance of 
these fatty acids in predator lipids compared to in prey lipids; in other words, the relative
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abundance of 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids and fatty alcohols in consumed zooplankton should be 
greater than that o f 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids in zooplanktivorous fish. Thus, the presence and 
relative abundance o f 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids in forage fishes serve as indirect evidence for the 
importance o f calanoid copepods as prey items for these fish species (Sargent & Henderson 1986, 
Dalsgaard et al. 2003).
In this study, we compared results o f fatty acids and stomach contents in four forage fish 
species, walleye pollock (Theragra chalcogramma), Pacific herring (Clupeapallasii), capelin 
{Mallotus villosus), and eulachon (Thaleichthys pacificus), collected from embayments around 
the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska. Specifically, copepod-originated fatty acids in forage fishes were 
measured to deduce the proportions o f dietary copepods, which were then used to evaluate the 
underestimation o f copepods through stomach content analysis. We hypothesized that copepod 
proportions in copepod-and-euphausiid mixed stomach contents would be lower than those 
derived from fatty acid analysis, because of differential gastric evacuation rates between 
copepods and euphausiids. By combining the two methodologies, our goal was to refine the 
understanding o f forage fish feeding ecology in order to better discriminate trophic connections 
and therefore elucidate ecosystem functioning.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Forage fishes were collected during acoustic-trawl surveys in four embayments of the 
Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska: Uganik, Tonki, Perenosa, and Paramanof Bay (Fig. 2.1). A total of 
81 midwater trawls were conducted in May and August o f 2004 and 2005, November 2006, and 
April 2007 (Fish Resource Permits authorized by Alaska Department of Fish and Game were held 
for all sample collections and are documented in Appendix A). The trawl net was equipped with a 
modified codend of 10 cm mesh and 2.5 cm mesh liner. Sample length ranges were targeted to 
include stages in which fishes are expected to feed on both copepods and euphausiids, which
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would allow us to test the hypothesis that copepods are underestimated in the presence of 
co-existing euphausiids by conventional stomach content analysis. Trawls were deployed during 
daylight hours to groundtruth acoustic data collected to estimate fish biomass. For this study, we 
focused on four species that consistently dominated net catches: walleye pollock, Pacific herring, 
capelin, and eulachon. For fatty acid analysis, specimens of whole fish were placed in air-tight 
containers and stored at -20°C on board; after each survey, samples were vacuum-packed and 
stored at -30°C until analysis. For stomach content analysis, samples were preserved in 10% 
seawater-buffered formalin solution. Stomachs of fish larger than 30 cm in total length (TL) were 
excised between esophagus and pylorus and preserved individually in nylon bags; fish of 
1 5 -3 0  cm TL were immersed in formalin solution with abdominal incisions to expose stomachs; 
and whole bodies of fish smaller than 15 cm were directly immersed into formalin solution.
Zooplankton samples were collected concurrently for fatty acid analysis to ensure that 
copepod-originated fatty acids were not present in large amounts in other zooplankton taxa, 
particularly in euphausiids. Sampling gears included a triple-net Tucker Trawl (1 m2 opening,
300 pm mesh), a bongo trawl (both 0.75 m diameter opening, 500 and 1000 pm mesh), and a ring 
net (0.75 m diameter opening, 130 pm mesh). The Tucker and bongo trawls were employed 
opportunistically and towed obliquely while the ring net was employed systematically at 
predesignated stations and towed vertically. On board, net contents were sorted into four groups: 
copepods, euphausiids including adults and juveniles, chaetognaths, and pteropods, which are 
known important prey taxa o f forage fishes in the GOA (Brodeur 1998, Wilson et al. 2006). 
Samples were preserved the same way as fish samples for fatty acid analysis.
Copepod-originated fatty acids were quantified for both fish and zooplankton samples.
Lipids were extracted from individually homogenized whole fish, following the modified Folch 
method (Folch et al. 1957, Ways & Hanahan 1964). In brief, lipids in aliquots of 1.5 g 
homogenates were extracted with the solvent mixture o f 20 mL chloroform and 10 mL methanoi.
Lipid content was calculated gravimetrically as percentage o f whole-body wet weight. Lipids in 
zooplankton samples o f the four groups were extracted the same way as in fish samples. After 
lipid extraction, a total o f 252 fish and 80 zooplankton samples were further analyzed for fatty 
acid composition. Hilditch reagent was used to catalyze the transesterification of extracted lipids 
in aliquots o f ~ 0.3 mg at 55 -  60 °C for 18 h and the resulting fatty acid methyl esters were 
washed with 5% NaCl and extracted with hexane (Christie 2003). Using a Varian Saturn 2200 
GC/MS, a total o f 37 fatty acids were quantified to the nearest nanogram against calibration 
curves established for each batch o f transesterified lipid samples (8 -  20 samples for one batch). 
Three copepod-originated fatty acid isomers, 2 0 :ln - ll , 20:ln-9, and 22:1 n-11 (Dalsgaard et al. 
2003; n-11: double bond is between 11th and 12th carbon atoms, counting from terminal methyl 
group o f the molecule) were reported in weight percentage o f the 37 quantified fatty acids, 
referred to as content hereafter. The two isomers 20:1 n-11 and 20: ln-9 were summed as 
20:1 n-11/9. Fatty alcohols, especially 20:1 and 22:1 isomers, were expected to occur in large 
amounts in copepod samples, while to be absent or negligible in samples o f fish and the three 
other zooplankton groups collected (Sargent & Henderson 1986). Therefore, fatty alcohols were 
only qualitatively assessed for both fish and zooplankton samples to confirm that copepods were 
the sole group with 20:1 and 22:1 fatty alcohols.
Fish stomach content analysis was focused on the occurrence of copepods and euphausiids in 
order to compare with our fatty acid results. In the lab, fish were measured for TL to the nearest 
0.1 cm and whole-body wet weight to the nearest 0.01 g. Excised stomach contents were weighed 
to the nearest 0.001 g, identified to the lowest taxonomic or developmental level possible and 
counted. Prey items that were unidentifiable due to digestion were not quantified. To facilitate 
comparison between stomach content and fatty acid results, prey were combined into broad 
taxonomic and developmental categories. Euphausiids of different developmental stages were 
reported in two groups: 1) adults and juveniles, and 2) furcilia stages, calyptopis stages, and eggs.
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Copepods of various species and developmental stages were merged into a single copepod 
category. This taxonomic compromise conformed to the coarse level adopted in fatty acid 
analysis of concurrently collected zooplankton, which enabled direct comparisons of the two 
datasets.
For each fish species, month, and embayment, samples were grouped into length categories, 
which were based on length modes derived from length frequency histograms in respective 
months. The same length categories were applied to samples for both fatty acid and stomach 
content analyses. Each fish group, which is specific to species, month, embayment, and length 
category, was used as a unit for calculation. Statistical comparisons of copepod-originated fatty 
acid contents among groups were subjected to Mann-Whitney U  or Kruskal Wallis test. Stomach 
content composition in each group was reported in terms of mean numerical percentage, 
percentage frequency o f occurrence, and mean prey-specific numerical percentage. Calculation of 
mean prey-specific numerical percentage only involves stomachs containing the prey in question, 
instead o f all stomachs (Amundsen et al. 1996). Stomach fullness (%) was calculated as the 
weight o f stomach contents divided by fish whole-body wet weight. Correlations between 
stomach fullness and TL were measured by Spearman Rho values.
RESULTS
Fatty acid contents (% o f total quantified fatty acids) of 20:1 n-11/9 and 22:1 n-11 varied in 
fish samples among species, months, embayments, and length categories (Table 2.1). For example, 
values in walleye pollock collected in August 2004 were higher in Uganik Bay than in those of 
similar TL in Tonki Bay (p < 0.01). In all fish samples, 20:1 or 22:1 fatty alcohols were 
negligible.
In zooplankton samples, fatty acid contents of 20:1 n-11/9 and 2 2 :ln -ll varied among 
taxonomic groups and months (Table 2.2). In particular, values in euphausiids were relatively low,
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with a maximum of 3.15% for 20:1 n-11/9 and 3.38% for 22:1 n-11. In addition, 20:1 or 22:1 fatty 
alcohols were found in large amounts in copepods, while they were negligible in euphausiids. 
chaetognaths, or pteropods.
Both copepods and euphausiids were encountered in fish stomach contents (Table 2.3), 
which satisfied the premise o f our hypothesis. Stomachs were empty in 2.5%, 3.4%, 2.8%, and 
4.4% of sampled walleye pollock, Pacific herring, capelin, and eulachon, respectively. In 1,043 
non-empty stomachs, adult and juvenile euphausiids (hereafter euphausiids) had the highest mean 
numeric percentage in all fish species, followed by copepods (Table 2.3). All adult herring, 
capelin, and eulachon were entirely zooplanktivorous.
Comparison between fatty acid and stomach content results displayed a re-occurring 
discrepancy: high contents o f copepod-originated fatty acids were coupled with low numerical 
percentage o f copepods in stomach contents. The scope and extent of the discrepancy varied 
among fish species. In walleye pollock, for example, fatty acid and stomach content results of 
most sample groups were in agreement. Exceptions were observed in samples of TL range 
32.5 -  43.5 cm from Uganik Bay in August 2004 and of TL range 10.0 -  12.4 cm, 19.7 -  24.8 cm, 
and 26.0 -  41.0 cm from Uganik Bay in November 2006; in each of these cases, 20:ln-l 1/9 and 
22:ln-l 1 fatty acid contents were higher than in other pollock groups (p < 0.01) and about three 
times higher than those in concurrent euphausiid samples (Tables 2.1 & 2.2). In contrast, stomach 
contents o f corresponding groups were mostly composed of euphausiids and not of copepods 
(Table 2.4). In Pacific herring, the discrepancy was more widespread and profound than in 
pollock. In November, relatively large herring (25.7 -  29.3 cm TL) had significantly higher 
20:1 n-11/9 and 22: ln -11 fatty acid contents (p <0.01) but fewer copepods in their stomachs 
compared to relatively small herring (13.6 -  22.3 cm TL). In April, 20: ln -11/9 and 22: ln-11 fatty 
acids combined accounted for 35.64% of herring lipids by weight; at the same time, copepods 
were not found in herring stomachs. In capelin, the discrepancy between fatty acid and stomach
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content results was shown consistently in relatively large individuals (> 10.0 cm TL), which had 
high contents o f copepod-originated fatty acids but few or no copepods in their stomachs. In 
eulachon, there was no disagreement between fatty acid and stomach content results.
The consistent discrepancy between fatty acid and stomach content results in large capelin 
(> 10.0 cm TL) was coupled with unique patterns in capelin stomach contents and fullness. As in 
pollock and herring, larger capelin contained fewer copepods and more euphausiids in stomachs 
than smaller capelin (< 10.0 cm TL); but unlike pollock or herring in which the change of prey 
composition was gradual, capelin abruptly shifted their stomach contents from a combination of 
Cirripedia (barnacle nauplii and cyprids) and copepods to stomach contents containing primarily 
euphausiids (Table 2.4). The ontogenetic pattern of stomach fullness in capelin was the opposite 
of other species (Fig. 2.2): stomach fullness was positively correlated with TL in capelin 
(Rho = 0.41), while the correlation was negative in other species (Rho = -0.52, -0.30, and -0.63 
for pollock, herring, and eulachon, respectively, all p < 0.05). Samples collected in different 
months were combined.
Differences in diet composition among certain groups were indicated by fatty acid results but 
not displayed in stomach contents results. Significant differences in copepod-originated fatty acid 
content were found between groups of similar stomach contents. For example, in relatively large 
capelin (> 10.0 cm TL) collected in May 2005, 20: ln-11/9 and 22: ln -11 fatty acid contents were 
lower in Uganik Bay than in Tonki Bay (p < 0.01, Table 2.1), while stomach contents of both 
groups were identical (Table 2.4). In herring collected in April 2007, 20:1 n -11/9 and 22: ln-11 
fatty acid contents were lower in Uganik Bay than in Tonki Bay (p < 0.02), while stomach 
contents o f both groups were not different (100% euphausiids in both groups). In both of the 
capelin and herring examples, the same spatial patterns were observed: 1) samples in Uganik Bay 
showed lower contents o f copepod-originated fatty acids than in Tonki Bay; 2) lipid content was 
not different between comparing groups (p > 0.36). Different spatial patterns were found in
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relatively large pollock (32.5 -  37.0 cm TL) collected in August 2004: 20: ln -11/9 and 22: In -11 
fatty acid contents, as well as lipid content, were higher in Uganik Bay than in Tonki Bay 
(p < 0.01).
DISCUSSION
It has been concluded that 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids in planktivorous fishes, originated from 
20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids and fatty alcohols in copepods, are catabolized at higher rates than other 
fatty acids (Pascall and Ackman 1976, Sargent 1976, Tocher 2003). In this study, we made an 
assumption that the four study species (walleye pollock, Pacific herring, capelin, and eulachon) 
are not exceptions to this conclusion. The rate differentials mean that the contents (% of total fatty 
acids) o f 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids in forage fishes cannot be higher than those in their diets; in 
other words, relatively high contents o f 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids in forage fishes cannot be 
obtained from diets of relatively low 20:1 and 22:1 contents (either fatty acids or fatty alcohols).
The recurring discrepancy between high contents of copepod-originated fatty acids and low 
numerical percentages of copepods in stomach contents of the four forage fish species suggests 
that dietary copepods were underestimated by stomach content analysis. An alternative 
explanation for the discrepancy would be that 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids in fish were obtained from 
consuming euphausiids that had fed on copepods, because the discrepancy typically co-occurred 
with a dominance of euphausiids in stomach contents. In other words, euphausiids could have 
served as an intermediate between copepods and fish. However, concurrent euphausiid samples 
showed fairly low contents o f 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids and no 20:1 and 22:1 fatty alcohols. It is 
possible that we may have under-sampled the portion of euphausiids that may have specialized on 
consuming copepods, because our euphausiid samples included adults and juveniles of various 
species. Nevertheless, it is still unlikely that copepod-eating euphausiids would have such high 
20:1 and 22:1 fatty acid contents. Due to size restriction, euphausiids typically consume copepod
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eggs, nauplii, and early stages of copepodites (Bamstedt & Karlson 1998, Nakagawa et al. 2003), 
which have negligible to low contents of 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids and fatty alcohols compared to 
later stages of copepodites and adults (Sargent & Henderson 1986, Saito & Kotani 2000). Local 
copepod species rich in 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids and fatty alcohols are of the genus Neocalanus 
and Calanus (Sargent & Henderson 1986, Saito & Kotani 2000), of which the late stages of 
copepodites and adults are considerably larger than copepods found in euphausiid stomachs 
(Bamstedt & Karlson 1998, Nakagawa et al. 2003). Because 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acid content 
cannot be enriched from the low levels observed in euphausiids, it is unlikely that euphausiids as 
an intermediate could account for the large amounts of copepod-originated fatty acids in fish 
samples. Therefore, the discrepancy between fatty acid and stomach content results must be 
viewed as indirect evidence that copepods were underestimated by stomach content analysis.
The magnitudes of copepod underestimation by stomach content analysis displayed large 
ranges and varied by sample groups that were formed based on different fish species, months, and 
embayments. In sample groups in which 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acid contents were similar to those in 
concurrent euphausiid samples, the underestimation was negligible. In contrast, in sample groups 
where 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acid contents were much higher than those in concurrent euphausiid 
samples, the magnitude of copepod underestimation could be enormous. For example, in herring 
of 15.9 -  16.8 cm TL in Uganik Bay in April 2007, the weight ratio between ingested copepods 
(Wc) and euphausiids (WE) was estimated through the formula
(Wc x Lc x FAc + WE x Le x FAe) / (Wc x Lc + WE x LE) = 31.29%, 
where L is lipid content (%), FA is the sum o f2 0 :ln -ll/9  and 22:1 n -11 fatty acid and fatty 
alcohol content (%), subscript letters C and E represent copepods and euphausiids, respectively, 
and 31.3% is the sum of mean 20: ln -11/9 and 22: ln -11 fatty acid content of the herring group.
We assumed that 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids in herring were exclusively from copepods and 
euphausiids. Values for Lc and FAC are 5.3% and 54.5% (calculation based on Neocalanus
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cristatus o f the 4th copepodite stage in Saito & Kotani 2000, assuming 90% as moisture content); 
values of Le and FAE are 2.9% and 4.1%. The ratio of Wc to WE was calculated to be 0.63:1. If 
the weight o f juvenile Thysanoessa inermis was used to represent euphausiids, which are on 
average 9.1 times heavier than an individual Neocalanus cristatus o f the 4th copepodite stage (K. 
Coyle, unpubl. data), the weight ratio was 5.7:1. This calculation suggests that 5.7 times more 
copepods than euphausiids were consumed by herring; this estimation is in sharp contrast to our 
observation o f no copepods in herring stomach contents. Unfortunately, similar calculations in 
other months were impossible due to the lack of copepod fatty acid data. However, we did 
observe a sharp contrast between the fatty acid contents and stomach contents in several sample 
groups o f herring and capelin; these results clearly indicate a large magnitude of copepod 
underestimation by standard stomach content analysis.
The underestimation o f dietary copepods by stomach content analysis can have profound 
effects on estimating prey consumption of forage fishes. Two different sets of models, one based 
on bioenergetics and the other based on gastric evacuation rates, have been widely applied to 
estimate prey consumption (Hansen et al. 1993, Bromley 1994). Models based on bioenergetics 
require at least ten different physiological parameters (Ney 1993), which are only available for a 
limited number o f fish species. Models based on gastric evacuation rates rely on the accuracy of 
these estimated rates. After sampling fish stomachs at different time intervals, weight changes in 
stomach contents over a certain period, mostly 24 h, are fit into four primary models and their 
derivatives (Richter et al. 2002). However, if the proportions of ingested copepods are 
underestimated by stomach content analysis, these underestimates will propagate through 
subsequent calculations o f gastric evacuation rates, daily ration, and prey consumption. Our 
calculation showed that the magnitude of copepod underestimation can be substantial. Therefore, 
stomach content analysis for forage fishes should be used with caution before we know more 
about in-situ feeding behavior, especially when this method is used to estimate prey consumption.
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Different temporal scales associated with fatty acid and stomach content analysis may 
partially explain copepod underestimation by stomach content analysis, but cannot fully account 
for the large magnitudes of underestimation in certain groups. Fatty acid composition of fish 
tissues is an integrated result o f dietary lipids consumed over the past one to several weeks 
(Anderson & Arthington 1989, Kirsch et al. 1998, Jobling 2004), depending on fatty acid turnover 
rates in tissues, which can be affected by multiple factors, such as fish size and temperature 
(Sargent et al. 1999, Jobling & Bendiksen 2003). In contrast, stomach contents of 
zooplanktivorous fishes represent a snap-shot o f prey items ingested over the previous several 
hours to several days (Szypuia & Zalachowski 1984, Brodeur & Pearcy 1987). The difference in 
the temporal scales between these two methodologies leads to the possibility that potential 
copepod-eating phases were missed during stomach sampling but captured with fatty acid 
analysis. Because we only sampled in daylight hours and for periods o f two to three days in each 
embayment, the discrepancy could have resulted from nocturnal ingestion of copepods or from a 
sudden prey switch from copepods to euphausiids during our sampling periods by local forage 
fishes. However, neither o f these scenarios were reported in previous studies; to the contrary, 
euphausiids were more important prey than copepods at night and in all sampling periods for 
fishes o f similar lengths (Brodeur & Pearcy 1987, Merati & Brodeur 1996, Brodeur 1998,
Brodeur et al. 2000, Wilson et al. 2006, Adams et al. 2007). In addition, the high levels of 20:1 
and 22:1 fatty acids in several sample groups o f herring and capelin would have required these 
fish to ingest substantial amounts o f copepods, outnumbering euphausiids by multiple factors. It 
is unlikely that such large quantities of copepods could have been ingested at night but would 
have not been detectable at all during the day or in any of the previous studies. Therefore, time of 
day or length o f sampling alone cannot account for the large magnitudes of copepod 
underestimation by stomach content analysis.
To explain the sharp contrast between fatty acid and stomach content results, we developed a 
hypothesis based on observed prey-specific numerical percentages and reported internal dynamics 
of fish stomachs. Prey-specific numerical percentages of euphausiids ranged on average from 
70.78% to 97.37% for the four forage fish species (Table 2.3), which are similar to those 
presented by Wilson et al. (2006). These values indicate that in stomachs containing euphausiids, 
euphausiids on average outnumbered the sum of all other prey taxa. The number of euphausiids in 
a single stomach was typically less than ten; therefore, the number o f copepods in a single 
stomach would have averaged less than ten whenever euphausiids were present. Because the 
gastric evacuation rate o f a single prey type will not be affected by the presence of other prey 
types in the same stomach (Macdonald et al. 1982, Sutela & Huusko 1994, Singh-Renton & 
Bromley 1996), an individual adult copepod is expected to be evacuated faster than an individual 
adult euphausiid from the same fish stomach (LeBrasseur & Stephens 1965, Szypuia & 
Zalachowski 1984, Brodeur & Pearcy 1987). Since a higher number of individual prey take 
longer to be evacuated (Persson 1981, Bromley 1994, Andersen 1998), the coexistence of 
copepods in small quantities and euphausiids in large quantities in fish stomachs should amplify 
the differences in gastric evacuation rates between these two prey groups. In addition, internal 
dynamics of stomachs may further widen the differences. Specifically, Bernreuther et al. (2008) 
reported that when a copepod was ingested by a juvenile Atlantic herring {Clupea harengus) with 
a relatively full stomach, the newly-ingested copepod was pushed directly toward the intestine 
instead of being pushed to the back of the stomach where previously ingested prey items were 
stored. Thus, if a small number o f copepods are ingested into a stomach mostly occupied by 
euphausiids, it is possible that these copepods are directly pushed toward the intestine and 
preferentially evacuated from the stomachs.
The small quantities and fast gastric evacuation rates of copepods led us to develop a 
“copepod-snacking” hypothesis. Specifically, we suggest that local forage fishes may capture
copepods on multiple occasions within 24 h, but in relatively small quantities on each occasion. 
These ingested copepods would then be quickly evacuated from fish stomachs, while euphausiids 
are broken down more slowly in the same stomachs. Because the numbers of copepods do not 
accumulate over time, the ratio o f copepods to euphausiids present in the stomachs at any given 
moment will lead to an underestimation of the ratio o f total copepods to total euphausiids 
ingested over a 24-h period. This could explain the sharp contrast we observed between fatty acid 
and stomach content results.
If  such a “copepod-snacking” behavior occurred, it is more likely to happen during daylight 
hours. Although feeding activities of many forage fishes peak at night or during twilight hours 
(Vesin et al. 1981, Wilson et al. 2006), numerical percentages of copepods in stomach contents 
are often the highest during daylight hours (Merati & Brodeur 1996, Brodeur et al. 2000). I f  both 
are consumed at night, copepods are unlikely to outlast euphausiids throughout the duration of 
digestion; hence, increased numerical percentages of copepods during daylight hours indicate 
copepod consumption beyond peak feeding time. In addition, because copepods are less 
pigmented than euphausiids, capturing copepods during daylight hours is more feasible for visual 
predators and more energetically efficient than during nighttime. For Atlantic herring, for 
example, prey capture by biting individual copepods requires better light condition but costs less 
energy per captured prey than by filter feeding (Gibson & Ezzi 1992).
Such a “copepod-snacking” behavior would have multiple advantages. When reaching 
adequate size, local forage fishes typically ingest euphausiids at night or twilight hours until 
stomachs become relatively full (Merati & Brodeur 1996, Wilson et al. 2006), exemplified by 
capelin in this study. We noticed that capelin stomachs that contained euphausiids were more 
stretched when compared visually to those that contained no euphausiids. This was also the 
reason why larger capelin showed higher stomach fullness (Fig. 2.2), an ontogenetic pattern 
different from most fish species (Brett 1971, Hyslop 1980). Gill & Hart (1998) reported that
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relatively large prey were consumed by three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) until 
their stomachs were full; afterwards, prey o f similar sizes were rejected while smaller prey were 
still consumed. It is probable that fishes in our study, after consuming euphausiids, switched to 
copepods due to the constraint imposed by remaining stomach storage space (Hart & Ison 1991). 
In addition, copepods are more abundant and richer in lipids than euphausiids. In local waters and 
adjacent areas, copepods are considered more available to forage fishes than euphausiids (Incze et 
al. 1997, Brodeur 1998, Coyle & Pinchuk 2003). In late copepodite stages, which dominated our 
copepod samples, lipids generally comprise more than half o f whole-body dry mass (Hakanson 
1984, Sargent & Henderson 1986, Miller et al. 2000, Irigoien 2004); in contrast, the maximum 
lipid content o f whole-body dry mass in local euphausiids is 20% (L. Guo & R. Foy, unpubl. 
data). Therefore, when euphausiids can no longer be accommodated due to stomach storage 
constraints, it is energetically beneficial for fishes to switch to more readily-available and 
lipid-richer copepods, which are also smaller and accordingly less evasive than euphausiids 
(Okubo 1987, Vogel 1996). Compared to the conventional dichotomy of feeding vs. non-feeding 
periods within 24 h, intermittent ingestion of copepods after intensive ingestion of euphausiids 
enables zooplanktivorous fishes to maximize their energetic gain in a much larger time frame.
The extent o f “copepod-snacking” is specific to fish species and area. In this study, capelin 
displayed the most consistent discrepancy between stomach content and fatty acid results, 
followed by herring. These two species are expected to frequently “snack” on copepods. In 
contrast, pollock and eulachon appear less likely to engage in such a behavior, based on their 
generally low 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acid content. A key aspect of this behavior is large quantities of 
euphausiids present in stomachs, which requires relatively high euphausiid availability. Merati & 
Brodeur (1996) reported that age-0 pollock near the Kodiak Archipelago consumed more 
euphausiids than those from other nearshore areas of the western GOA, with the latter mainly 
consuming larvaceans. It is possible that such a “copepod-snacking” behavior is not significant in
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areas o f low euphausiid availability, where other prey such as copepods have to be consumed in 
large amounts during peak feeding periods.
In forage fish field studies, fatty acid analysis is a valuable supplement to conventional 
stomach content analysis, especially when survey frequency or length is restricted. Compared to 
stomach contents, fatty acid composition infers dietary information on a larger temporal scale and 
therefore is less affected by temporal oceanographic events. An event common in embayments is 
the pulsed elevation o f meroplankton abundance, with each of these pulses typically lasting one 
to several days (Shanks 1986, Shanks & Wright 1987, Farrell et al. 1991, Alexander & 
Rougharden 1996). In this study, stomach contents showed that barnacle nauplii were the major 
prey of small capelin from Tonki Bay in August 2004, while fatty acid compositions indicated a 
major consumption o f copepods. These conflicting results suggest that, since barnacle nauplii are 
generally not positively selected by forage fishes (Brodeur 1998, Wilson et al. 2006), our two-day 
sampling effort in Tonki Bay may have overlapped with temporally high abundance of barnacle 
nauplii, which was, however, not representative o f the previous weeks. In addition, since stomach 
content analysis is only a snap-shot of the consumed prey items, it is impossible to capture dietary 
differences beyond the immediate sampling periods. In this study, differences in diet composition 
were suggested in several cases by significant inter-embayment differences in 20:1 and 22:1 fatty 
acid contents, while stomach contents were identical between the compared embayments. On the 
other hand, it has to be noted that the costs o f fatty acid analysis are considerably higher than 
stomach content analysis. However, the gain of using this method is apparent from the results of 
this study. In addition, we were able to make statistical comparisons and detect significant 
differences with relatively small sample sizes, because individual variation in fatty acid 
composition within sample groups was relatively small.
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In conclusion, the results o f this study demonstrate the need to use fatty acid analysis, in
concert with stomach content analysis, to provide more diversified and reliable results on diet
composition in order to refine our understanding o f forage fish feeding ecology.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 2.1 20: ln -1 1/9 and 22: ln -1 1 fatty acid contents (% o f  total quantified fatty acids) in four fish species collected from em baym ents around the 
Kodiak A rchipelago, Alaska, n: sam ple size; lipid content: % o f  w hole-body w et mass; 20: ln -1 1/9: the sum o f  fatty acid isom er 20: ln -1 1 and 20: ln-9; 
values =  m eans ±  SD
species M onth year em baym ent
total length  
range (cm )
n
lipid content 
(%)
20: ln -1 1/9
(%)
22: ln -1 1 
(%)
14.1-15.2 5 1.41 ± 0 .3 3 0 .47 ± 0 .1 6 0.33 ± 0 .1 5
M ay 2004 U ganik 21.8-26.1 5 1.18 ± 0 .2 3 3.02 ± 2 .3 3 2 .84 ± 2 .3 1
35 .5-41 .6 5 1.59 ± 0 .6 3 0.75 ± 0 .5 3 1.26 ±  1.72
U ganik 32 .5-37 .0 5 4 .39  ±  1.12 9.21 ± 2 .9 6 8.99 ± 2 .9 3
w alleye
pollock
2004 Tonki
7.7-9.1  
34 .0-35 .0
5
5
3 .50 ± 0 .8 1  
4 .58 ±  1.93
1.93 ± 0 .6 6  
1.27 ± 0 .6 6
1.74 ± 0 .6 4  
1.11 ± 0 .6 5
A ugust Paramanof 8 .2 -1 0 .5 6 6 .17 ±  1.84 1.76 ±  0.51 1.62 ± 0 .5 0
7.1-9.1 9 4.03 ± 2 .0 2 2 .54  ± 2 .7 4 2 .38  ± 2 .6 9
2005 Uganik 20 .3 -24 .4 10 5.35 ±  1.50 3.25 ±  1.39 3.07 ±  1.36
30.5-39 .8 10 2.63 ±  1.68 1.74 ±  1.48 1.57 ±  1.45
10.0-12.4 20 5.46 ± 0 .8 6 5.83 ± 2 .5 9 5.63 ± 2 .5 6
N ovem ber 2006 U ganik 19.7-24.8 20 4.91 ±  1.73 7.18 ± 2 .2 7 6 .92 ± 2 .1 3
26 .0 -41 .0 15 3.18 ±  1.36 6 .98 ± 2 .6 0 6 .78 ± 2 .5 8
oo
Table 2.1 (continued)
species month year em baym ent
total length 
range (cm )
n
lipid content 
(%)
20: ln -1 1/9 (%)
22: ln -1 1
(%)
M ay 2005 U ganik 19.1-23.8 5 3 .97 ± 1 .1 0 2.51 ± 0 .5 0 3 .20 ± 0 .7 5
A ugust 2004 U ganik 17.5-21.0 5 4 .32  ± 5 .1 5 3.84 ±  1.64 5.50 ± 2 .8 4
Pacific
herring
N ovem ber 2006 U ganik
13.6-22.3
25.7-29.3
23
14
10.32 ± 2 .5 7  
18.28 ± 3 .2 4
6.05 ±  2.29  
8.74 ± 2 .8 3
11.57 ± 5 .9 3  
26.55 ± 6 .8 4
April 2007
U ganik 15.9-16.8 5 14.44 ±  1.39 13.35 ±  1.76 17.94 ± 1 .1 8
Tonki 17.0-18.2 5 13.22 ± 2 .8 5 15.21 ± 0 .3 3 24 .12  ±  1.51
May 2005
Uganik
8.2-8 .7  
11.9-13.3
5
5
15.85 ±  1.48 
7 .06 ± 2 .3 2
1.93 ± 0 .1 8  
1.57 ± 0 .5 3
2 .06  ± 0 .6 1  
2 .67 ±  1.93
Tonki 11.2-13.2 10 5 .96 ±  1.01 3.21 ± 0 .5 3 11.94 ± 3 .6 0
capelin 2004 Tonki
8.4-9 .8  
10.7-12.8
5
5
6 .47 ±  1.17 
10.18 ±  0.87
6.06 ±  0.96  
6.72 ± 0 .8 5
14.13 ± 5 .6 2  
26.55 ± 2 .0 5
August U ganik 1 . 9 - 9 2 5 6.08 ±  1.71 1.95 ± 0 .2 9 3.16 ±  1.23
2005
Perenosa
1 . 9 - 9.5
10.1-12.9
12
8
7 .07 ± 2 .3 2  
14.24 ± 6 .5 3
4.91 ±  1.76 
4.23 ±  1.95
7.67 ± 4 .9 8  
11.92 ±  4 .66
13.9-17.7 10 21 .02  ±  1.94 1.69 ±  0.17 3.83 ± 1 .2 9
eulachon N ovem ber 2006  U ganik
20.4-23 .3  10 20 .56  ± 0 .8 7  1.80 ±  0 .32 5.51 ±  1.80
Table 2.2  2 0 : ln - l  1/9 and 22: ln -1 1 fatty acid contents (% o f  total quantified fatty acids) in four zooplankton groups collected  from embaym ents around 
the Kodiak A rchipelago, A laska, n: sam ple size; 20: In -11/9: the sum o f  fatty acid isom er 20: ln -1 1 and 2 0 :ln -9
20: ln -1 1/9 (%) 22: In -11 (%)
group month n mean ma xim um mean ma xim um
M ay 10 5.24 10.89 9.37 15.76
A ugust 8 8.19 10.65 11.15 16.23
copepods
N ovem ber 5 8.15 11.38 8.60 12.04
April 4 5.67 6.23 8.86 13.10
M ay 7 1.01 1.38 0.81 1.39
euphausiids
A ugust 19 1.30 3.15 1.32 3.38
(adults &
N ovem ber 3 2.07 2 .60 1.87 2 .28
juven iles)
April 4 1.85 3.10 1.42 2 .67
M ay 3 4.95 7.87 4 .09 5.98
A ugust 6 6.32 7.32 5.32 7.61
chaetognaths
N ovem ber 2 9.35 9.70 5.89 6 .20
April 3 9.13 11.46 5.91 7.19
M ay 4 3.52 4 .22 2.04 2.64
pteropods
August 2 4.16 4.30 0.48 0.64
Table 2.3 Overall stom ach content com position in four fish species collected  from em baym ents around the Kodiak Archipelago, A laska, in mean  
numerical percentage (N o., %), percentage frequency o f  occurrence (FO, %), and m ean prey-specific numerical percentage (SN o., %). n: number o f  
non-em pty stom achs analyzed; a + j: adult + juvenile; f  + c + e: furcilia +  calyptopis + egg
w alleye pollock Pacific herring capelin eulachon
n 404 250 242 147
taxonom ic group N o. FO SN o. N o, FO SN o. N o. FO SN o. N o. FO SN o.
Am phipoda 1.77 7.67 23 .05 4 .38 10.80 40 .59 0 .10 0.41 25 .00 2 .66 4.76 55.78
Chaetognatha 0 0 0 0.28 0.40 70.83 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cirripedia 0.08 0.25 33.33 2.38 5.00 47 .60 21.58 33.47 64.48 0 0 0
Copepoda 14.93 23 .02 64 .84 26 .49 34 .00 77.92 32.37 47 .52 68.13 5.79 8.16 70.95
Euphausiacea, a +  j 73.07 87.13 83.87 59.04 82.00 70.78 44 .66 45 .87 97.37 89.83 100 89.83
Euphausiacea, f  + c +  e 0 .54 4.21 12.90 0 0 0 0 .86 4.55 19.01 0 0 0
Larvacea 3.18 11.63 27 .34 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.72 2.72 63.10
Decapoda 0.75 2.48 30.20 7.67 13.60 56.42 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pteropoda 1.45 3.47 41.91 0.04 0.40 10.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
others 4.23 7.43 56.92 0 0 0 0.41 0.41 100 0 0 0
Table 2 .4  M ean numerical percentage (N o., %) and percent frequency o f  occurrence (FO, %) o f  copepods and euphausiids (adults and juven iles) in 
stom ach contents o f  four fish species collected from embaym ents around the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska, n: number o f  non-em pty stom achs analyzed
species month year em baym ent
total length  
range (cm )
n
copepods 
N o. FO
euphausiids 
N o. FO
all others 
N o.
13.6-15.5 15 75.45 100 7.33 20.00 17.22
2004 U ganik 23 .6-28 .9 15 25.74 86.67 10.27 40 .00 63.99
M ay 35 .0-43 .0 15 8.06 33.33 69.26 100 22.68
2005 U ganik
13.0-24.2
43 .0-48 .5
20
10
63.77
14.78
80.00
30.00
27 .40
66.44
65.00
100
8.83
18.78
U ganik 32.5-43 .5 10 0 0 97.89 100 2.11
w alleye
2004
Tonki 6.6-9.1 20 0 0 100 100 0
pollock Perenosa 6 .6 -1 0 .3 20 0 0 100 100 0
Paramanof 6 .6-9 .4 10 0 0 100 100 0
A ugust
Uganik
6 .7-9 .7  
14.5-23.9
30
25
41.44
0.31
60.00
4 .00
44 .90
91.09
73.33
92 .00
13.66
8.60
2005 Tonki 6 .9-8 .9 15 95.85 100 2.61 73.33 1.54
Perenosa
7.8-9 .9  
20.4-25.1
14
15
11.75
7.65
21.43
33.33
66.92
79.72
100
100
21.33
12.63
Table 2.4 (continued)
species month year em baym ent
total length 
range (cm )
n
copepods 
N o. FO
euphausiids 
N o. FO
all others 
N o.
10.5-12.1 20 0 0 100 100 0
N ovem ber 2006 U ganik
16.4-23.6
26 .0-42 .0
40
25
0
0
0
0
92.50
69 .00
92.50
84.00
7.50
31 .00
w alleye 48 .0-76 .0 10 0 0 61.67 80 38.33
pollock
April 2007
U ganik
19.0-30.1
34 .0-76 .0
21
24
0
0
0
0
100
88.75
100
91.67
0
11.25
Tonki 20.0-23.3 15 0 0 100 100 0
Perenosa 41 .0 -73 .0 15 0 0 97.33 100 2 .67
M ay
2004 U ganik
9 .7 -1 1 .3
26.0-30.1
12
17
87.26
8.35
100
23.53
11.91
88.12
50.00
100
0.83
3.53
Pacific
2005 U ganik
10.4-12.8
19.0-23.6
11
8
47.47
22 .20
90.91
62 .50
19.15
27 .14
63.64
100
33.39
50.66
herring U ganik 16.0-23.0 30 0.80 6.67 37.93 93.33 61.27
August
2004 Tonki 18.0-28.5 10 0 0 92.59 100 7.41
Perenosa 16.6-27.0 18 0 0 100 100 0
2005 Perenosa 14.2-22.2 40 2 .46 10.00 70.03 85.00 27.52
-p*.UJ
Table 2.4 (continued)
species month year embaym ent
total length 
range (cm )
n
copepods 
N o. FO
euphausiids 
N o. FO
all others 
N o.
Pacific
herring
N ovem ber 2006 U ganik
15.9-21.8
23 .1-29 .0
40
14
92.09
66.32
95.00
78.57
7.61
33.68
40
71.43
0.30
0
April 2007
U ganik
16.6-21.6
26 .7-32 .6
15
15
0
0
0
0
100
100
100
100
0
0
Tonki 13.9-19.1 20 0 0 100 100 0
U ganik
8.0-9.5  
10.7-13.2
15
24
18.25
0
46 .67
0
0
95.83
0
95.83
81.75
4.17
M ay 2005 Tonki
7.3-8 .5  
11.3-12.9
15
25
10.65
0
33.33
0
0
100
0
100
89.35
0.00
capelin
Perenosa
7 .1-8 .7  
11.4-13.4
10
10
37.89
0
100
0
0
100
0
100
62.11
0.00
August 2004
Tonki
7 .9-9 .9  
11.4-13.0
20
10
19.43
5.83
95.00
20
0
91.67
0
100
80.57
2.50
Param anof 7 .6-9 .0 20 98.33 100 1.67 5.00 0
4^
Table 2.4 (continued)
species month year em baym ent
total length  
range (cm )
n
copepods 
N o. FO
euphausiids 
N o. FO
all others 
N o.
Uganik 8.0-9 .2 15 77.93 90 10.56 20 11.52
5.2-6 .0 9 81.11 100 0 0 18.89
August
capelin
2005
Tonki 8.0-9 .0
10.3-12.7
15
15
90.16
0
100
0
0
100
0
100
9.84
0
Perenosa
7 .8-9 .2  
10.9-13.1
15
10
90.48
0
100
0
0
100
0
100
9.52
0
N ovem ber 2006 Uganik 9.1 -11.0 14 0 0 100 100 0
M ay 2005
U ganik 14.2-18.6 20 0 0 87.56 100 12.44
Tonki 12.7-19.9 20 20.95 30.00 66.43 100 12.62
2004
Tonki 10.7-18.4 14 0 0 100 100 0
A ugust
eulachon
Perenosa 15.9-21.5 18 0 0 100 100 0
2005 U ganik 8 .6 -2 1 .5 30 0 0 100 100 0
N ovem ber 2006 Uganik
15.1-20.0
20 .3-24 .6
10
20
14.67
14.29
20.00
25 .00
85.33
78.63
100
100
0
7.08
April 2007 U ganik 17.2-25.6 15 0 0 100 100 0
4^
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Figure 2.1 Locations o f  U ganik, Tonki, Perenosa, and Paramanof Bays around the Kodiak Archipelago, 
Alaska.
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Figure 2.2 Stom ach fullness (% o f  w hole-body w et w eight) plotted against total length o f  w alleye pollock  (A , n -  389), Pacific herring, (B , n -  250), 
capelin (C, n = 242), and eulachon (D , n =  147) collected  from em baym ents around the Kodiak A rchipelago, Alaska.
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Intra-Species Variation in Lipid Content and Fatty Acid Composition 
of Forage Fishes in Embayments of the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska1 
ABSTRACT
Forage fish lipid content and fatty acid composition can offer insights into forage fish life history 
and local plankton production, and largely define the nutritional values of prey for upper trophic 
level predators. In this study, we analyzed lipid content and fatty acid composition of four forage 
fish species, walleye pollock {Theragra chalcogramma), Pacific herring (Clupeapallasii), 
capelin {Mallotus villosus) and eulachon {Thaleichthyspacificus), that were systematically 
sampled (n = 816) from four embayments o f the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska. Lipid content 
varied significantly by month and fish length; inter-month variations did not strictly mirror the 
annual cycle o f zooplankton production; ontogenetic patterns were specific to fish species and 
month. Fatty acid composition varied significantly by month, fish length, and embayment; 
contents o f certain fatty acids were significantly correlated with lipid content. The large 
magnitudes o f intra-species variations suggest against the use o f average values at a species level 
when applying lipid data to ecological studies. Results also demonstrated that fatty acid analysis 
can be a valuable approach to refining our knowledge in forage fish feeding ecology.
Chapter 3:
1 Prepared for submission to Marine Ecology Progress Series. Guo L, Foy RJ, Schaufler L, 
Wynne KM. Intra-species variation in lipid content and fatty acid composition of forage fishes in 
embayments o f the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska.
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INTRODUCTION
Refining our knowledge in forage fish lipid dynamics is a necessary and effective step to 
improve the understanding o f marine ecosystem functioning (Rosa et al. 2010, Spitz et al. 2010). 
Forage fishes serve as the main energy passageways between zooplankton and piscivorous fishes, 
marine mammals, and seabirds (Springer & Speckman 1997), and a significant portion of the 
conveyed energy is in the form o f lipids (Van Pelt et al. 1997, Ball et al. 2007). Variations in 
forage fish lipid content and fatty acid composition not only offer insights into forage fish life 
history and local plankton production (Henderson et al. 1984, Litz et al. 2010), but also have 
profound implications on upper trophic level species (Montevecchi & Piatt 1984, Iverson et al. 
1997, Rosen & Trites 2000a). For these reasons, information on forage fish lipid dynamics has 
been used to investigate a variety o f ecological questions, from fish community reorganization to 
marine mammal population decline (Rosen & Trites 2000b, Iverson et al. 2004, Litzow et al. 
2006).
Lipid content in forage fishes is known to be highly variable (Van Pelt et al. 1997, Ball et al. 
2007). Efforts to assess variations in forage fish lipid content have increased in recent years, 
propelled primarily by the rising need for better understanding the potential implications of 
different prey qualities on marine mammals and seabirds (Schaufler et al. 2006, Spitz et al. 2010). 
Earlier studies have focused on inter-species variations (Payne et al. 1999, Bando 2002), since 
forage fish remains in stomachs or scats of apex predators were typically identified to the species 
level (Lowry et al. 1989, Merrick et al. 1997). More recent work examined intra-species 
variations and these variations were attributed to multiple factors, such as sampling month and 
fish length (Iverson et al. 2002, Vollenweider 2005). It has been noticed that the magnitudes of 
intra-species variations can match those of inter-species variations (Ball et al. 2007, Rosa et al. 
2010); these observations indicate that the use of average lipid content values at the species level 
for fine-scale ecological studies must be viewed with caution. Currently, forage fish lipid content
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data are scarce and most existing data are based only on opportunistic sampling. As a result, 
applications o f published lipid content results are often limited to the compromised use of 
species-specific average values, which severely reduces the resolution o f calculated results. It has 
been strongly recommended that individual variations be incorporated in calculations when 
investigating fish bioenergetics (Hartman & Brandt 1993, Ney 1993, Wuenschel et al. 2006); 
however, this recommendation requires a systematical examination of intra-species variations.
Fatty acids have long been used as natural biomarkers in marine ecosystems, because most 
dietary fatty acids are deposited in predator tissues with little modification (Sargent et al. 1987, 
Dalsgaard & St. John 2004). Fatty acid composition, measured by the relative contributions of 
various fatty acids to the total (Christie 2003), offers specific diet information that can be difficult 
to acquire through stomach content analysis (Iverson etal. 2004, Stevens et al. 2004). Fatty acid 
composition o f forage fishes provides indirect evidence regarding the importance of calanoid 
copepods as prey (Sargent & Henderson 1986, Dalsgaard et al. 2003, Tocher 2003) and can be 
quantitatively traced in marine mammals and seabirds (Iverson et al. 1997, Iverson et al. 2004, 
Williams & Buck 2010). Unfortunately, baseline data on forage fish fatty acids are currently 
lacking in most marine ecosystems. The lack o f background information that new data could be 
compared with severely limits the scope and certainty of ecological conclusions derived from 
isolated fatty acid dataset (Litzow et al. 2006, Litz et al. 2010, Williams & Buck 2010). Therefore, 
the construction o f a baseline database is key to using fatty acid analysis as a promising 
biochemical approach to studying forage fishes and their trophic interactions.
In this study, we assess lipid content and fatty acid composition of four locally important 
forage fish species, walleye pollock (Theragra chalcogramma), Pacific herring (Clupeapallasii), 
capelin (Mallotus villosus), and eulachon (Thaleichthys pacificus), systematically sampled from 
embayments o f the Kodiak Archipelago in the Gulf of Alaska (GOA). Forage fishes utilize these 
embayments as feeding and spawning habitats, and constitute critical food sources of local
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piscivorous fishes, marine mammals and seabirds (Pahlke 1985, McKenzie & Wynne 2008). 
Historical population fluctuations o f forage fishes in the GOA (Anderson & Piatt 1999), along 
with their predators (Merrick et al. 1987), and projected climate change prompted our efforts to 
better understand local forage fishes through their lipid dynamics. The first step was to establish a 
baseline database by describing the intra-species variations in lipid content and fatty acid 
composition. We hypothesized that lipid content and fatty acid composition would vary 
significantly by month, fish length, and embayment. Results of this study will enable us to better 
understand forage fish lipid dynamics and ecosystem functioning in the coastal waters of the 
Kodiak Archipelago.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Forage fishes were collected from Uganik, Tonki, Perenosa, and Paramanof Bays of the 
Kodiak Archipelago (Fig. 3.1) in May and August o f 2004 and 2005, November 2006, and April 
2007 (Fish Resource Permits authorized by Alaska Department of Fish and Game were held for 
all sample collections and are documented in Appendix A). Samples were captured using a 
midwater trawl (DanTrawl Bering Billionaire) with a codend of 10 cm mesh and 2.5 cm mesh 
liner. We focused on four forage fish species that consistently dominated the net catches: walleye 
pollock, Pacific herring, capelin, and eulachon. Samples were stored in air-tight containers at 
-20°C on board and, after each survey, vacuum-packed and stored in the lab at -30°C until 
analysis.
Lipids were extracted from whole-body homogenates of 816 samples following Folch et al. 
(1957) with modifications by Ways & Hanahan (1964). Each sample was one individual fish, 
except for seven samples that consisted of five or ten fish pooled together. In the lab, total length 
was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm and whole-body wet weight to the nearest 0.01 g. Lipids in 
aliquots of 1.5 g homogenates were extracted with the solvent mixture of 20 mL chloroform and
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10 mL methanol. Lipid content (%) was calculated as the weight of extracted lipids divided by 
whole-body wet weight. Extraction of the first 140 samples was conducted in duplicates and 
averages were reported. Because differences between replicates were negligible (less than 5% of 
the averages for 95% of samples), the remaining 676 samples were extracted with one replicate.
Extracted lipids from 252 samples were analyzed for fatty acid composition. Hilditch reagent 
was used to catalyze the transesterification of extracted lipids in aliquots o f -  0.3 mg at 55-60 °C 
for 18 h and the resulting fatty acid methyl esters were washed with 5% NaCl and extracted with 
hexane (Christie 2003). Using a Varian Saturn 2200 GC/MS, a total o f 37 fatty acids were 
quantified to the nearest nanogram against calibration curves established for each batch of 
transesterified lipid samples (8 -  20 samples for one batch). Weight values of the 37 fatty acids 
were standardized into compositional values, which were percentages of the total; these 
standardized values are hereafter referred to as fatty acid contents. Fatty acid nomenclature 
follows the standard “n” system (Christie 2003): for example, 20: ln -11 means that the fatty acid 
molecule has 20 carbon atoms and one double bond that is between carbon atom 11 and 12 
counting from the terminal methyl group (CH3).
Differences in lipid content among fish species, months, and embayments were subjected to 
Mann-Whitney U  or Kruskal Wallis tests. Correlations among lipid content, fatty acid contents, 
and total length were measured by Spearman Rho values. Fatty acid composition was represented 
by the 37 fatty acid contents and examined with multivariate statistics. Dissimilarity matrices of 
fatty acid composition among samples were calculated based on Bray-Curtis coefficient. 
Ordination o f samples was carried out using non-metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) and 
presented in two dimensions; stress values were calculated to measure how well the 
two-dimensional plots represent the true ordination, with values <0.1 considered good 
representations (Kruskal & Wish, 1981). Differences in fatty acid composition were tested by 
permutation-based analysis o f similarity (ANOSIM) using the ANOSIM routine in PRIMER
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(version 6, PRIMER-E Ltd). Pollock and capelin samples in certain months were divided into 
length groups based on length modes derived from length frequency histograms in respective 
months. Differences in lipid content and specific fatty acid contents among groups were subjected 
to Mann-Whitney U  or Kruskal Wallis tests; inter-group dissimilarity in fatty acid composition 
was decomposed by similarity percentage analysis using the SIMPER routine in PRIMER to 
determine the relative contribution of each fatty acid to the total dissimilarity. Correlations 
between the dissimilarity coefficient of fatty acid composition among samples and the differential 
in lipid content or total length were measured by Spearman Rho values using the BEST routine in 
PRIMER.
RESULTS
Walleye pollock lipid content ranged from 0.62% to 9.86%. Samples in April and May had 
lower lipid content than those in August and November (p < 0.01, Table 3.1). Correlations 
between lipid content and total length were positive in April and negative in November (p < 0.01, 
Fig. 3.2). Fatty acid composition was different among months (ANOSIM, p < 0.001; Fig. 3.3). 
Within each month, contents o f four to eight of the 11 most abundant fatty acids were 
significantly correlated with lipid content (p < 0.05, Table 3.2). Dissimilarity coefficient of fatty' 
acid composition among samples was moderately correlated with the differential in lipid content 
(p <0.01, Rho = 0.26), while weakly correlated with the differential in total length (p = 0.01,
Rho = 0.08). Significant differences in fatty acid composition were not detected among pollock 
collected from different areas within Uganik Bay (ANOSIM, p > 0.10), but were found among 
those collected from different embayments (ANOSIM, p < 0.01). In August 2004, for example, 
fatty acid composition in large pollock (30.0 -  40.0 cm) in Uganik Bay differed significantly from 
that in Tonki Bay (ANOSIM, p = 0.008). Differences in 18:1 n-9 and 22: ln -11 contents between 
these two groups made up 40.72% of the dissimilarity in fatty acid composition; pollock in
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Uganik Bay had lower 18: ln-9 content but higher 22:ln-11 content than those in Tonki Bay 
(Mann-Whitney U, p < 0.001, Table 3.3: group A and B). In the same month, fatty acid 
composition in small pollock (7.0 -  11.0 cm) in Tonki Bay was different from that in Paramanof 
Bay (ANOSIM, p = 0.006). Differences in 18:ln-9 and 22:6n-3 contents contributed to 44.29% of 
the dissimilarity; samples in Tonki Bay showed lower 18:ln-9 content but higher 22:6n-3 content 
than those in Paramanof Bay (Mann-Whitney U, p < 0.001, Table 3.3: group C and D). 
Ontogenetic variation was specific to embayment and month. In Uganik Bay in August 2005, 
fatty acid composition was not different among three pollock length groups (ANOSIM, p = 0.06, 
Table 3.3: group E, F, and G), while in Tonki Bay in August 2004, fatty acid composition was 
different between two length groups (ANOSIM, p = 0.008, Table 3.3: group B and C); differences 
in 18: ln-9 and 22:6n-3 contents accounted for 47.73% of the dissimilarity in fatty acid 
composition between the two groups. Interannual difference in fatty acid composition was 
noticed in Uganik Bay in August between large pollock (30.0 -  40.0 cm) collected in 2004 and 
2005 (ANOSIM, p < 0.001, Table 3.3: group A and E); differences in 18:1 n-9, 22:ln-11, and 
22:6n-3 contents made up 47.64% of the dissimilarity in fatty acid composition.
Pacific herring lipid content ranged from 0.53% to 26.62%. Samples in April 2007, August 
2005, and November 2006 were of higher lipid content than those in May 2004, May 2005, and 
August 2004 (p < 0.01, Table 3.1). Correlations between lipid content and total length were 
negative in May 2004 and positive in August 2005 and November 2006 (p < 0.01, Fig. 3.4). Fatty 
acid composition was different among months (ANOSIM, p < 0.001, Fig. 3.5). When samples 
from different months were combined, contents o f all the 11 most abundant fatty acids were 
significantly correlated with lipid content (p < 0.05, Table 3.4). Dissimilarity coefficient of fatty 
acid composition among all the samples was significantly correlated with the differential in both 
lipid content and total length (p <0.01, Rho = 0.50 and 0.33, respectively). In November 2006, 
when lipid content was strongly correlated with total length (Rho = 0.78, Fig. 3.4), contents of all
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the 11 most abundant fatty acids were significantly correlated with total length (Spearman Rho, 
p < 0.001), among which 14:0, 20: ln-11, 22:ln-11, and 18:4n-3 were positively correlated 
(Rho = 0.58, 0.59, 0.67, and 0.67, respectively, Fig. 3.6). Significant differences in fatty acid 
composition were not detected among different areas within Uganik Bay (ANOSIM, p > 0.08), 
but were found between different embayments. Specifically, in April 2007, herring in Uganik Bay 
had different fatty acid composition from those in Tonki Bay (ANOSIM, p = 0.008); the two 
sample groups were clustered separately in MDS ordination based on fatty acid composition 
(Fig. 3.5). Samples from Uganik Bay had higher 18:ln-9 content but lower 22:1 n-11 content than 
those from Tonki Bay (Mann-Whitney U, p = 0.01); these two fatty acids accounted for 42.45% 
of the dissimilarity in fatty acid composition between the two embayments.
Capelin lipid content ranged from 1.09 to 20.48% and was not significantly different among 
months (p = 0.27, Table 3.1). Correlations between lipid content and total length were positive in 
August 2004 and 2005 and negative in May 2005 (p < 0.01, Fig. 3.7). Large capelin 
(10.0 -  14.0 cm) had lower lipid content in May 2005 than those in August o f both 2004 and 2005, 
while small capelin (7.0 -  9.9 cm) exhibited the opposite pattern (p < 0.001). Fatty acid 
composition in May was different (ANOSIM, p < 0.001) from that in August (2004 & 2005 
combined). Contents o f four and seven fatty acids were significantly correlated with lipid content 
in May and August, respectively (p < 0.05, Table 3.4). Content of 22: ln -11 was positively 
correlated with total length in both May and August (p < 0.03, Rho = 0.48 and 0.72, respectively, 
Fig. 3.8). Dissimilarity coefficient of fatty acid composition among all the samples was 
significantly correlated with the differential in both lipid content and total length (p <0.01,
Rho = 0.36 and 0.15, respectively). Fatty acid composition in large capelin was always different 
from that in small ones when samples from the same embayment and month were compared 
(ANOSIM, p < 0.008, Table 3.5, Fig. 3.9). Fatty acid composition among embayments was 
different for both large and small capelin (ANOSIM, p < 0.008, Table 3.5, Fig. 3.9). In all cases
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where the difference in fatty acid composition between sample groups was significant, differences 
in contents o f four fatty acids, 18:1 n-9, 22:1 n-11, 20:5n-3, and 22:6n-3, accounted for 55.34 to 
75.41% of inter-group dissimilarities.
Eulachon lipid content ranged from 5.34% to 27.86%. Samples in April and May had lower 
lipid content than those in August and November (p < 0.01, Table 3.1). Lipid content was 
positively correlated with total length in both May and August (p <0.01, Fig. 3.10). Fatty' acid 
composition was assessed for 20 eulachon collected in Uganik Bay in November 2006; only 
20:5n-3 content was significantly correlated with lipid content (p < 0.05, Table 3.4); 18:1 n-9 was 
the most abundant fatty acid with its content averaging 39.34%.
At the species level, lipid content in pollock was the lowest and in eulachon the highest 
among the four species (Mann-Whitney U, p < 0.001); there was no difference in lipid content 
between herring and capelin (Mann-Whitney U, p = 1.00). In comparison, fatty acid composition 
in the four species, pollock, herring, capelin, and eulachon, was different from each other 
(ANOSIM, p <  0.001).
DISCUSSION
Results of this study demonstrated relatively large intra-species variations in forage fish lipid 
content and fatty acid composition. The wide ranges o f lipid content and fatty acid contents 
within each species were similar to or slightly larger than those reported from other areas in the 
GOA (Worthy & Miculka 1997, Iverson et al. 2002, Vollenweider 2005, Williams et al. 2009). 
Both lipid content and fatty acid composition varied significantly by month and fish length, while 
only fatty acid composition differed among embayments.
Seasonal variations in forage fish lipid content did not strictly mirror the annual cycle of prey 
availability, since they are expected to reflect changes in species-specific energy budgets that 
incorporate life history events (Robards et al. 1999, Kitts et al. 2004, Eder & Lewis 2005). From
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April to May, lipid content in walleye pollock did not change, while it decreased in Pacific 
herring; over the same period, zooplankton biomass is known to increase in the waters of the 
GOA (Incze et al. 1997, Coyle & Pinchuk 2003). The different temporal trends between lipid 
content and zooplankton biomass are likely attributed to differences in growth rates and maturity 
stages o f the two forage fishes between the two months. Juvenile pollock and herring have higher 
growth rates in May than in April (Salveson 1984, Brodeur & Wilson 1996, Stokesbury et al. 
1999), which requires more energy expenditure in May. In addition, spawning of herring peaks in 
late April in the Kodiak waters (based on sac roe harvest dates in Spalinger & Gretsch 2007), 
while our samples were collected in early April. Thus, lipid depletion during spawning 
(Henderson et al. 1984, Robards et al. 1999) may have also contributed to the differences in lipid 
content observed between April and May. In November, lipid content in pollock and herring was 
higher than in May, despite lower concurrent zooplankton biomass (Incze et al. 1997, Coyle & 
Pinchuk 2003). However, growth rates of pollock and herring in November transition from 
positive to zero or negative (Salveson 1984, Brodeur & Wilson 1996, Stokesbury et al. 1999); 
accordingly most o f the energy intake at this time is believed to be stored as lipids for 
overwintering (Paul et al. 1998, Foy & Paul 1999, Sogard & Olla 2000), which might explain the 
higher lipid content at this time.
Ontogenetic patterns in lipid content were species specific. In November, larger pollock had 
lower lipid content than smaller ones, while larger herring showed higher lipid content. These 
opposite patterns indicate differences in winter-feeding levels between the two species. Previous 
studies have demonstrated that energy content increases or does not change over winter months in 
juvenile pollock (Paul et al. 1998), while it continually decreases in juvenile herring (Foy & Paul 
1999), suggesting that energy input through winter-feeding is able to meet metabolic demands in 
juvenile pollock but not in juvenile herring. In addition, both adult pollock and herring require 
considerable amounts of energy during the winter months for the development of their gonads.
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Thus active winter-feeding in adult pollock is necessary to supplement their low lipid content in 
November in order to accommodate all the energetic expenditures; in comparison, adult herring 
can rely mainly on energy storage instead of winter feeding to meet their metabolic demands.
Ontogenetic patterns in lipid content were also specific to month, exemplified by the 
opposite patterns in capelin between May and August (Fig. 3.7). For capelin, the spawning period 
in local waters begins in May (Pahlke 1985, Doyle et al. 2002); accordingly, most samples of 
large female capelin (10.0 -  14.0 cm) had visible oocytes, while small capelin (7.0 -  9.9 cm) did 
not. These oocytes are typically considered rich in lipids (Henderson et al. 1984, Harris et al. 
1986) and were not removed before homogenizing samples. Surprisingly, large capelin had lower 
lipid content than small ones. In contrast, Anthony et al. (2000) reported that whole-body lipid 
content in both female and male capelin decreased by ~ 40% when maturing from “developing” 
to “ripe” stage. Most female samples of large capelin in this study were in “ripe” stage, which 
may explain their relatively low lipid content. Similarly, “ripe” female eulachon collected in May 
2005 also showed significantly lower lipid content than non-spawning eulachon. It is possible that 
eulachon, which spawn slightly earlier than capelin in the GOA (Marston et al. 2002), deplete 
lipids in manners similar to capelin when maturing. In August, the low lipid content in small 
capelin is likely due to the high energy demand for growth. Knoth & Foy (2008) reported that 
arrowtooth flounder near the Kodiak Archipelago consumed significantly more capelin in August 
than in May, suggesting a high predation pressure for capelin in August. Therefore, small capelin 
may have to invest more energy in growth than large ones in order to more quickly out-grow the 
risk of size-dependent predation (Lundvall et al. 1999).
Fatty acid analysis can be a valuable supplement to conventional stomach content analysis 
for estimating forage fish diet composition. A parallel stomach content study was conducted on 
samples concurrently collected (L. Guo & R. Foy, unpubl. data). Comparisons with stomach 
content results showed that fatty acid composition increased the temporal or spatial resolution of
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forage fish diets: significant differences in fatty acid composition were found even if no 
difference in stomach content composition was observed, but not vice versa. This discrepancy 
may be attributed to different temporal scales associated with the two methodologies. Fatty acid 
composition o f fish tissues is an integrated result o f dietary lipids ingested over the past one to 
several weeks (Anderson & Arthington 1989, Kirsch et al. 1998, Jobling 2004); in contrast, 
stomach contents o f zooplanktivorous fishes are snap-shots of ingested prey over the previous 
several hours to several days (Szypuia & Zalachowski 1984, Brodeur & Pearcy 1987). Therefore, 
fatty acid composition may be able to capture dietary differences from a larger temporal scale and 
these differences may not be reflected by a snap-shot of stomach contents. In addition, the 
temporal difference between the two methodologies makes fatty acid results less affected by 
short-term oceanographic events and differential gastric evacuation rates among various prey 
types (Dalsgaard et al. 2003, Iverson et al. 2004), which enables fatty acid analysis to compensate 
for some o f the inherent limitations of stomach content analysis (Hyslop 1980).
In particular, significant inter-embayment differences in fatty acid composition were detected 
among sample groups o f the same month and length range. In comparison, no significant 
difference was found in stomach content composition between these groups (L. Guo & R. Foy, 
unpubl. data). Distances among sampling embayments ranged from ~20 km to -100 km; 
variations in physical and biological parameters among these embayments have been described in 
previous studies (Loewen 2007, Mueter & Norcross 2000), but often observations are difficult to 
test statistically due to sampling limitations. The highly sensitive response of forage fish fatty 
acid composition demonstrated in this study may be one way to detect ecosystem differences that 
are otherwise difficult to measure, especially considering field studies are often restricted in 
survey frequency and length.
An unexpected ontogenetic pattern was found in herring and capelin, namely the positive 
correlation between 20:ln -11 and/or 22:ln-11 content and total length (Fig. 3.6 & 3.7). Isomers
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of 20:1 and 22:1 fatty acids have been extensively used as natural biomarkers to quantify the 
importance of calanoid copepods as prey for zooplanktivorous predators: higher 20:1 and 22:1 
fatty acid contents indicate higher proportions of calanoid copepods in the diets (Sargent & 
Henderson 1986, Dalsgaard et al. 2003, Tocher 2003, Springer et al. 2007). It has been repeatedly 
reported that the relative importance of calanoid copepods as prey decrease as forage fishes grow 
larger (Huse & Toresen 1996, Brodeur 1998, O'Driscoll et al. 2001, Wilson et al. 2006). The same 
trend was observed in the parallel stomach content study (L. Guo & R. Foy, unpubl. data). Hence 
we had expected that larger fish herein would have lower 20: ln -11 or 22: ln -11 contents than 
smaller ones; however, our results showed the opposite pattern. This discrepancy suggests that 
fatty acid analysis may offer insights into forage fish feeding ecology that might be missed by 
stomach content analysis. It needs to be noted that our current knowledge o f fatty acid 
metabolism in fishes is based on a small number of species and on particular life stages (Tocher 
2003); therefore, interpretations of fish fatty acid data are largely based on the assumption that 
differences in lipid metabolism among species or life stages are not substantial.
This study described intra-species variations in lipid content and fatty acid composition of 
four important forage fish species in relation to month, fish length, and embayments; these results 
will serve as a baseline database for ecosystem investigations in local waters. Considering the 
magnitudes o f observed variations, it is apparent that the use of average values at the species level 
should be avoided when applying lipid data to ecological studies. The construction of forage fish 
lipid content and fatty acid databases, which are currently in great demand, should incorporate 
factors including, but not limited to, month, fish length, and location. We also demonstrated that 
fatty acid analysis can be used as a sensitive and informative tool, in combination with stomach 
content analysis, to refine our knowledge of forage fish feeding ecology.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 3.1 Lipid content (% o f  w hole-body w et m ass, m eans ±  SD ) o f  four forage fish species from em baym ents o f  the Kodiak Archipelago, A laska, by  
sam pling month and year. Superscript letters indicate significant inter-month differences within species (Kruskal W allis, p <  0 .01) and values with  
superscript letter “a” are significantly higher than values with “b” ; n: sam ple size; na: not available
April 2007 M ay 2004 M ay 2005 A ugust 2004 A ugust 2005 N ovem ber 2006
w alleye pollock
1.28b ±  0.43 
(n =  40)
1.67b ±  0.68  
(n =  30)
1.96b ±  0.91 
(n = 25)
4 .3 6 a ± 1.55 
(n = 80)
4 .4 8 a ±  2.02  
(n =  95)
4 .4 2 a ± 1.61 
(n =  65)
Pacific herring
12.54a ±  3.16  
(n =  37)
4 .97b ±  2.85  
(n =  20)
3 .94b ± 1.66 
(n =  36)
5 .82b ±  4.63  
(n =  43)
12.07“ ±  5.63 
(n =  55)
13.33a ±  4.81  
(n =  37)
capelin na na
8.00 ± 3 .5 8  
(n = 45)
7 .84  ± 3 .3 7  
(n =  56)
8 .98 ± 5 .8 9  
(n =  21)
9 .52  ±  1.09 
( n =  7)
eulachon
16.75b±  1.41 
(n =  25)
na
15.00b ±  4 .90  
(n = 50)
na
19.14 a ±  3.01 
(n =  29)
2 0 .7 9 a ± 1.48 
(n = 20)
ON
NO
Table 3.2 Content (% o f  the total quantified fatty acids by w eight, means ±  SD ) o f  the 11 m ost abundant fatty acids in w alleye pollock from  
em baym ents o f  the Kodiak A rchipelago, A laska, by sam pling month and year, n: sam ple size; Spearman Rho values in parentheses indicate significant 
correlations (p < 0 .05) betw een fatty acid contents and lipid content (% o f  w hole-body w et mass)
n
M ay 2004  
15
A ugust 2004  
21
A ugust 2005  
29
N ovem ber 2006  
55
14:0 1.59 ± 0 .5 9 (0 .68) 2 .44  ±  0.47 (0 .74) 2 .88 ±  0.42 (0 .83) 2.81 ± 0 .3 0 (0 .51)
16:0 9 .37  ± 0 .9 1 8 .76 ±  1.53 8.50 ±  1.47 (0 .51) 8.39 ±  1.10
18:0 2 .90  ±  0.66 (0 .82) 2 .62 ± 0 .3 6 2 .67 ±  0.73 2 .58  ± 0 .3 7
16:ln -7 3 .92 ±  1.78 (0 .91) 5.30 ±  1.03 (0 .64) 5 .66  ±  1.30 (0 .81) 4.71 ± 0 .5 8 (0 .75)
18:ln -9 17.42 ± 4 .6 8 (0 .90) 18.92 ± 3 .5 8 (0 .52) 20 .59  ± 4 .8 3 (0 .66) 15.83 ±  1.96
18: ln -7 7 .79 ± 2 .3 9 (0 .88) 7 .58  ±  1.17 8.2 ±  1.92 (0 .37) 5 .87 ± 0 .8 1
2 0 : ln - l l 1.65 ± 0 .5 3 1.84 ± 0 .8 6 2.11 ± 0 .7 5 5.19 ± 2 .0 8 (0 .31)
22: ln -1 1 1.26 ±  1.72 2 .34  ±  1.93 3 .28 ± 3 .5 6 6.41 ± 2 .4 5
18:4n-3 1.00 ± 0 .6 5 1.73 ± 0 .5 6 2 .00 ±  1.01 (0 .53) 3 .72 ± 0 .7 1 (0 .29)
20:5n-3 19.65 ± 2 .3 0 (-0 .79) 2 1 .26  ±  1.77 20.8  ±  2.23 (0 .46) 17.04 ±  1.81 (0 .28)
22:6n-3 24 .47  ±  6.60 (-0 .80) 18.13 ± 4 .7 5 (-0 .51) 14.83 ± 4 .2 2 (-0 .87) 17.27 ±  3.13 (-0 .72)
-j
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Table 3.3 Lipid content (% o f  w hole-body w et m ess, m eans) and three fatty acid contents (% o f  the total quantified fatty acids by w eight, m eans) o f  
seven w alleye pollock  sam ple groups (based on year, embaym ent, and total length range) collected  from em baym ents o f  the Kodiak Archipelago, 
Alaska, in A ugust 2004  and 2005 . n: sam ple size
group A B C D E F G
n 5 5 5 6 10 10 9
year 2004 2004 2004 2004 2005 2005 2005
embaym ent Uganik Tonki Tonki Paramanof U ganik U ganik Uganik
total length range (cm ) 32 .5 -37 .0 34.0-35 .0 7.7-9.1 8.2-10.5 30.5-39 .8 20 .3-24 .4 7.1-9.1
lipid content 4 .39 4.58 3.50 6.17 2.63 5.35 4.03
18:ln -9  content 18.00 26.15 15.78 22.11 19.18 19.24 18.27
22: In -11 content 8.99 1.11 1.74 1.62 1.57 3.07 2.38
22:6n-3 content 13.42 11.11 19.37 15.31 19.10 15.82 19.61
Table 3.4 Content (% o f  the total quantified fatty acids by w eight, means ±  SD ) o f  the 11 m ost abundant fatty acids in Pacific herring, capelin, and 
eulachon sam pled from em baym ents o f  the Kodiak A rchipelago, A laska, n: sam ple size; Spearman Rho values in parentheses indicate significant 
correlations (p <  0 .05) betw een fatty acid contents and lipid content (% o f  w hole-body w et mass)
n
Pacific herring 
56
M ay (2005)  
20
-------- capelin
A ugust (2004  & 2005) 
36
eulachon
20
14:0 4 .17  ± 0 .9 0 (0 .56) 4.11 ± 0 .6 0 4 .06  ± 0 .7 4 .33 ± 0 .4 1
16:0 8.10 ±  1.92 (-0 .60 ) 7 .84 ± 2 .0 0 7.12 ±  1.83 (-0 .35) 7 .84  ±  1.29
18:0 1.21 ± 0 .6 3 (-0 .77) 1.63 ± 0 :6 3 1.53 ± 0 .5 1 (-0 .65) 1.59 ± 0 .2 7
16:ln -7 5.35 ± 0 .9 2 (-0 .39) 7 .26 ±  0.70 6.52 ±  1.16 7.78 ± 0 .5 4
18:ln -9 14.65 ± 4 .6 0 (-0 .64) 22.75 ±  15.96 (0 .62) 16.2 ± 4 .1 1 39 .34  ± 3 .5 3
18:ln -7 3.26 ±  1.95 (-0 .80 ) 5 .17 ±  2.36 3.76 ±  1.69 8 .64 ±  0.45
2 0 : ln - l l 7 .34  ± 4 .1 5 (0 .66) 2 .19  ±  0.87 4.31 ± 2 .0 9 (0 .38) 1.50 ± 0 .2 5
22: In -11 15.73 ± 9 .6 1 (0 .79) 7 .15 ± 5 .5 8 11.32 ±  8.24 (0 .60) 4 .67  ±  1.76
18:4n-3 4 .10  ±  1.85 (0 .63) 3 .36 ±  1.90 (-0 .49) 3.97 ±  1.22 (0 .39) 2 .47  ± 0 .5 3
20:5n-3 12.95 ± 3 .5 9 (-0 .50) 16.10 ± 4 .7 5 (-0 .49) 14.71 ± 2 .6 1 (-0 .33) 7 .10 ± 1 .6 2  (0 .51)
22:6n-3 13.67 ± 4 .5 9 (-0 .74) 13.21 ± 4 .2 3 (-0 .81) 14.53 ± 4 .7 6 (-0 .72) 6 .52 ±  1.02
N>
Table 3.5 Lipid content (% o f  w hole-body w et m ess, m eans) and four fatty acid contents (% o f  the total quantified fatty acids by w eight, m eans) o f  
nine capelin sam ple groups (based on month, embaym ent, and total length range) collected from em baym ents o f  the Kodiak A rchipelago, A laska, in 
M ay (2005) and A ugust (2004  and 2005 com bined), n: sam ple size; *: five individual fish were com bined as one sample
group A B C D E F G H I
n 5 5 10 5 5 5 1* 8 12
month M ay M ay M ay A ugust A ugust A ugust A ugust A ugust A ugust
embaym ent Uganik Uganik Tonki Uganik Tonki Tonki Tonki Perenosa Perenosa
total length range (cm ) 11.9-13.3 8.2-8 .7 11.2-13.2 7 .9-9 .2 10.7-12.8 8.4-9.8 5.7 10.1-12.9 7.9-9 .5
lipid content 7 .06 15.85 5.96 6.08 10.18 6.47 1.09 14.24 7.07
18:ln -9  content 26 .70 46 .09 9.09 16.84 9.94 15.95 13.25 19.29 16.84
22: In -11 content 2 .67 2.06 11.94 3.16 26.55 14.13 0.95 11.92 7.67
20:5n-3 content 18.66 8.89 8.42 17.11 11.14 13.07 17.49 14.64 15.69
22:6n-3 content 11.74 7.54 6.77 19.30 8.79 13.76 27 .97 10.83 16.61
-uco
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Figure 3.1 Locations o f  U ganik, Tonki, Perenosa, and Paramanof Bays around the K odiak Archipelago, 
Alaska.
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Figure 3.2 Scatterplots o f  lipid content vs. total length o f  walleye pollock from embayments o f  the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska, by sampling month and
year, n: sample size; Spearman Rho values indicate significant correlations (p < 0 .0 1 ) between lipid content and total length
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Figure 3.3 MDS ordination o f  walleye pollock fatty acid composition (n = 120) sampled from embayments o f  the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska. MDS
two-dimensional stress = 0.083
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Figure 3.4 Scatterplots o f  lipid content vs. total length o f  Pacific herring from embayments o f  the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska, by sampling month and
year, n: sample size; Spearman Rho values indicate significant correlations (p < 0.01) between lipid content and total length
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Figure 3.9 MDS ordination o f  capelin fatty acid composition (n = 56) sampled from embayments o f  the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska. Sample group A
1 described in Table 3.5; MDS two-dimensional stress = 0.081
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Figure 3 .10 Scatterplots o f  lipid content vs. total length o f  eulachon sam pled from em baym ents o f  the Kodiak A rchipelago, Alaska, n: sam ple size;
Spearman Rho values indicate significant correlations (p <  0 .01) betw een lipid content and total length.
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Measuring Mesoscale Horizontal Distribution Characteristics and Energy Density 
of Pelagic Forage Fishes in Coastal Waters of the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska1 
ABSTRACT
The quality of prey fields available to piscivorous predators is largely defined by mesoscale 
(0. l ’s -  10’s km) attributes o f forage fish aggregations. To better understand forage fish 
availability to local apex predators, we measured mesoscale horizontal distribution characteristics 
and energy density o f four pelagic forage fishes, Pacific herring (Clupea pallasii), eulachon 
(Thaleichthyspacificus), capelin {Mallotus villosus), and walleye pollock (Theragra 
chalcogramma), in coastal waters off the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska, in May and August 2005. 
Distribution parameters, including area of occupation, aggregation size, and index o f aggregation, 
varied considerably among fish species and month. Patchiness was consistently higher in 
narrower embayments than wider ones or open areas. Biomass o f forage fish assemblages was 
found to be a reasonable proxy for energy content at the scales o f 10’s to 100’s km2. Dense 
aggregations formed seasonal energetic “hotspots” of prey fields for piscivorous predators, 
exemplified by herring schools on the west side of the Archipelago in May and capelin schools on 
the northeast side in August. The spatial patterns of seasonal “hotspots” may have profound 
implications for prey choice and feeding success of local apex predators, which could affect 
predator bioenergetics at the population level.
1 Prepared for submission to Marine Ecology Progress Series. Guo L, Foy RJ, Wynne KM. 
Measuring mesoscale horizontal distribution characteristics and energy density of pelagic forage 
fishes in coastal waters o f the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska.
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INTRODUCTION
Attributes of mesoscale (0.1’s -  10’s km) forage fish aggregations are key aspects in defining 
the quality o f prey fields for apex predators (Suryan et al. 2002, Bogetveit et al. 2008). It is at 
these scales that many interactions between pelagic prey and predators take place (Schneider 
1989, Winter et al. 2009). Aggregation attributes, such as pithiness and energy density, affect 
predator feeding behavior and efficiency (Schneider & Piatt 1986, Womble et al. 2005, Womble 
& Sigler 2006). Therefore, information on mesoscale forage fish aggregations is valuable to 
understand both short-term and long-term fluctuations in apex predator populations.
Patchiness is an important feature of pelagic forage fish distributions due to schooling 
behaviors (Shaw 1961, Springer & Speckman 1997). Highly dense schools of forage fishes often 
develop during pre-spawning and spawning periods (Marston et al. 2002, Davoren et al. 2006), or 
over regions of relatively high zooplankton prey availability (Winter & Swartzman 2006, 
Hollowed et al. 2007). These aggregations form ideal prey fields and typically attract large 
numbers o f piscivorous predators (Piatt 1990, Sigler et al. 2004, Bogetveit et al. 2008). Hence 
measuring the patchiness o f forage fish distributions is essential to reveal the heterogeneity of 
prey fields available to apex predators.
The major parameters for describing the quality o f prey fields include density (number per 
unit), biomass (mass per unit), and energy density (energy per unit) (Willson & Womble 2006, 
Winter et al. 2009). While density and biomass are relatively easy to estimate with standard 
survey data, energy density values are more widely applicable because they incorporate 
differences in weight and energy content among species (Ney 1993, Ball et al. 2007). However, 
energetic measurements are logistically difficult and therefore more expensive to carry out, which 
explains why prey availability is most often described using biomass instead of energy, despite 
the relatively large variability of energy content among and within species (Anthony et al. 2000, 
Vollenweider et al. 2006, Spitz et al. 2010).
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In this study, we measured distribution parameters and energy density o f mesoscale 
aggregations o f forage fishes to describe pelagic prey fields for apex predators in coastal waters 
of the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska. We hypothesized that 1) patchiness of local forage fishes is 
species specific and these patchy distributions form seasonal “hotspots” of prey fields for upper 
trophic level predators, and that 2) biomass of forage fish assemblages is an inadequate proxy for 
the amount of energy available to predators.
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Sampling
Vessel surveys were conducted to sample nearshore waters off the northern part of the 
Kodiak Archipelago in May (05/21 -  06/04) and August (08/06 -  08/21), 2005. Fish Resource 
Permits authorized by Alaska Department of Fish and Game were held for all sample collections 
and are documented in Appendix A. We selected five regions, three on the northeastern side of the 
Archipelago and two on the western side (Fig. 4.1). The five regions are hereafter referred to as 
Tonki (Tonki Bay), Shelf (the shelf area northeast of Tonki and Perenosa Bay), Perenosa 
(Perenosa Bay), Uganik North (the northern part of Uganik Bay), and Uganik South (the southern 
part of Uganik Bay). The division of Uganik Bay into two regions was based on differences in 
fish species composition (Loewen 2007) and the degree o f transect coverage. Unlike in Tonki, 
Shelf, and Perenosa, where the degrees of transect coverage within regions were similar 
(Fig. 4.2A), the degree of transect coverage in Uganik Bay was much lower in the northern part 
than in the southern part as the bay narrows southward (Fig. 4.2B). These differences required the 
two regions in Uganik Bay to be processed separately in the subsequent geostatistical analysis 
(Rivoirard et al. 2008). The boundary of each region (Fig. 4.1) was based on the extent of 
transects (Fig. 4.2). Because transects in embayments rarely covered waters shallower than 20 m, 
the 20-m depth isobath (based on bathymetric data from Alaska Department o f Natural Resources)
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was selected as the boundaries for region Tonki, Perenosa, Uganik North, Uganik South, except 
for the mouths o f respective embayments where no area is shallower than 20 m. Consequently, 
results presented herein may not apply to the shallow waters between region boundaries and the 
landmass in the embayments.
Acoustic-trawl surveys were conducted during daylight hours on the chartered stern trawler 
FA/ Alaskan, equipped with a Simrad EK60 echo-sounder system. Active acoustic backscatter 
data were collected through a hull-mounted 38 kHz split-beam transducer (calibrated for gain 
parameters and beam pattern characteristics), while the vessel followed transects (Fig. 4.2) at a 
nominal speed of 14.8 km hr'1 (8.0 knots). A midwater trawl net (DanTrawl Bering Billionaire) 
with a modified codend of 10 cm mesh and 2.5 cm mesh liner was opportunistically deployed 
along transects to corroborate species and length composition o f aggregations identified by the 
acoustic backscatter. A total of 18 and 20 trawls were conducted in May and August, respectively; 
targeted depths ranged from 30 m to 200 m. Net catches in each trawl were sorted by species, 
counted, and systematically sub-sampled for measurements of total length (hereafter referred to 
as length) and weight. In the following analyses, we focused on four forage fish species that 
dominated our catches: Pacific herring (Clupeapallasii), eulachon (Thaleichthys pacificus), 
capelin (Mallotus villosus), and walleye pollock (Theragra chalcogramma). For each species, a 
length-frequency distribution was constructed for each trawl to generate length modes. The four 
species were systematically sub-sampled for energy content assessment; samples were frozen at 
-20°C upon capture and stored at -30°C in the lab after each survey until processing.
Acoustics analyses
Acoustic backscatter data were processed using Echoview 4.80 (Myriax Software) to 
estimate fish density (km'2) and biomass (kg km'2) on transects. A standard bottom detection 
algorithm in Echoview was chosen to delineate the sea bottom, which was then examined visually 
and manual corrections were applied when the algorithm was considered to select an unrealistic
bottom. Fish target strength (TS) values were calculated from the standard regression equation 
(Simmonds & MacLennan, 2005):
TS = 20 log L + b,
where L values (cm) were the modes o f length-frequency distributions; b = -65.1, -84.5, -69.3, 
and -67.2 for herring, eulachon, capelin, and pollock, respectively (Gauthier & Horne 2004). 
Euphausiids and larval fishes, occasionally caught in net catches, were assigned -70 as their 
collective TS. Volume backscattering strength was echo-integrated through Echoview algorithms 
over horizontal bins o f 185.2 m (0.1 nmi) between 8.5 m below' sea surface (the transducer was at 
~ 4 m  below surface) and 0.5 m above corrected delineation o f the sea bottom. The latitude and 
longitude o f the center point in each horizontal bin were used as the coordinate of that bin in the 
subsequent geostatistical analysis. Based on net catch percentages and target strength values, 
Echoview apportioned the integrated backscatter to each length mode for each of the four species. 
Then the apportioned backscatter was converted to fish density and biomass, the latter 
incorporating length-weight regressions established for each species and each month. 
Biochemical analyses
Lipid content (%) and protein content (%) in whole-body wet mass were measured in order 
to compute energy content. Lipids were extracted from homogenates with the modified Folch 
method (Folch et al. 1957, Ways & Hanahan 1964) and afterwards lipid content was calculated 
gravimetrically. To determine protein content, nitrogen content was quantified with a Leco™ - 
FP2000 Analyzer, in which triplicates o f ~ 0.5 g homogenate were conveyed through a 
combusting chamber at 1000 °C and resulting nitrogen was measured before its content was 
computed gravimetrically. Protein content (%) was calculated as the product of nitrogen content 
(%) times 6.25 (Dowgiallo 1975). Because the amounts o f carbohydrates are basically negligible 
in fish (Brett 1995), energy content was computed by the following equation:
Energy content (kJ g '1) = (lipid content x 36.43 kJ g"1 + protein content x 20.10 kJ g '1) /100,
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where 36.43 and 20.10 are the respective energetic equivalents for lipids and proteins, adopted 
from Brett (1995).
Statistical analyses
Ordinary kriging, a geostatistical interpolation method, was used to reproduce the stochastic 
processes o f fish distribution across each survey region and to estimate off-transect density and 
biomass from on-transect values. By comparing different kriging methods, Simardet al. (1993) 
showed that ordinary kriging performed best for assessing pelagic fishes in coastal areas. To 
simplify calculations, length modes within species that were clustered together were grouped into 
length classes, referred to as Small, Medium, Large, and Very Large (Table 4.1). For each length 
class, biomass values were kriged separately from density to account for heterogeneity of 
length-mode composition among different locations within a given region. An anisotropic 
spherical semivariogram model was constructed for each length class of each fish species in each 
region from the respective experimental semivariogram. The lag size o f all models was set at 190 
m, which was aimed to be slightly larger than the distance between the centers of two 
neighboring echo-integration bins o f 185.2 m (Isaaks & Srivastava 1989). In ArcGIS 9.3 (ESRI 
Inc.), models were parameterized with the goal of minimizing errors (in terms of 
root-mean-squared error) between predicted and measured on-transect values based on 
leave-one-out cross-validation. The parameterized models and ordinary point kriging in ArcGIS 
9.3 were applied to predict off-transect values, which in combination with on-transect values 
form prediction surfaces o f density and biomass (species- and length class-specific) in each of the 
five regions. The prediction surfaces by default are of rectangular shape, which unrealistically 
span over surrounding landmass. To solve this problem, the prediction surfaces were extracted 
using the predefined region boundaries (Fig. 4.1). The extracted prediction surfaces were then 
gridded into area units o f 185.2 m * 185.2 m (0.01 nmi2). Within each area unit, values of each 
length class were averaged and the length-class means were summed for each species.
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Horizontal distribution characteristics of the four fish species in each region were described 
with the following parameters: 1) proportion o f area units with positive fish density (> 0) as a 
measurement o f geographic occupation, 2) median of positive area-unit fish density, and 3) index 
o f aggregation (Bez 2000), which measures the degree of aggregation or patchiness:
Index of aggregation = £iZj2 / [S x Q > ,)2] , 
where Zj is density in area unit i and S is the total area of a given region. A larger value of the 
index means that distribution is patchier or less even. Values o f positive area-unit density were 
subjected to Mann-Whitney U or Kruskal Wallis tests for inter-region comparison.
For each forage fish length class, lipid (protein) density (kg km'2) was calculated as the 
product of biomass and lipid (protein) content (%), and energy density (kJ km'2) was computed as 
the product of biomass and energy content (kJ g '1).
We evaluated whether biomass o f a fish assemblage was a reasonable quantitative proxy for 
its energy density, in other words, how well variations in biomass among area units or regions 
quantitatively represented the variations in energy density. The evaluation was carried out at two 
spatial scales: within regions and among regions. Within regions, species-combined biomass and 
energy density values in each area unit were standardized following the equation:
Standardized value = area-unit value / sum x 100%, 
where sum is the summation o f all area-unit values in the region. The differences between 
standardized biomass (SB) and standardized energy density (SED) were then further standardized 
into proportional differential (PD), calculated with the equation:
PD = abs (SB -  SED) / SED x 100%, 
where abs denotes absolute value. The frequency distribution of PD values measures how well 
variations in biomass among area units quantitatively represented the variations in energy density; 
if most PD values are close to zero, biomass is a good quantitative proxy on this scale. Among 
regions, biomass and energy density were standardized in the same way as within a region, except
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that values were the means o f regions instead o f area units and the summation across regions 
were weighted by the area (km2) o f regions.
RESULTS
In May, Pacific herring were not captured in Tonki, Shelf, and Perenosa, the three regions on 
the northeastern side o f the Archipelago; eulachon were not encountered in Tonki and Uganik 
South; capelin and walleye pollock were found in all five regions. When encountered, the 
proportions o f area units with positive fish densities varied considerably among regions 
(Table 4.2: n ’/n). For example, capelin were found in 83.7% of area units in Perenosa but only in 
23.3% in Shelf, and pollock occupied 91.8% of area units in Uganik North but only 34.7% in 
Shelf. Aggregation densities, measured by positive area-unit fish density' values, were 
significantly different among regions for all species (p < 0.05, Table 4.2). The densest 
aggregations o f herring and pollock were found in Uganik South, while the densest aggregation 
of eulachon and capelin were encountered in Uganik North and Tonki, respectively. Index of 
aggregation was consistently higher in Tonki and Uganik South than other regions for herring, 
capelin, and pollock (Table 4.2), indicating that distributions o f these species were relatively 
patchier in Tonki and Uganik South compared to other regions.
In August, herring were not captured in Tonki and Shelf; eulachon, capelin, and pollock were 
encountered in all five regions. Compared to May (Table 4.2: n’/n), the proportions of area units 
with positive fish densities generally increased (Table 4.3: n ’/n). In particular, herring occupied at 
least 85.3% of area units in the regions where encountered, and capelin were found in at least 
69.9% of area units in all regions. Aggregation densities in different regions were significantly 
different from each other for all four species (p < 0.05, Table 4.3), except for eulachon in Uganik 
North and Uganik South. Similar to May, index of aggregation values were relatively high in 
Tonki and Uganik South compared to other regions (Table 4.3).
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Herring demonstrated a seasonal relationship between aggregation density and geographic 
expansion or distribution patchiness. In both Uganik North and Uganik South, aggregation 
densities were significantly higher in May than in August (Mann-Whitney U, p < 0.01), while 
herring in May occupied fewer area units and were patchier than in August (Tables 4.2 & 4.3). 
This seasonal relationship was inconsistent in other species. For example, capelin occupied fewer 
area units in all regions in May than in August, but aggregation densities were not always lower 
in May.
Whole-body energy content o f Large (pre-defined length class, Table 4.1) eulachon averaged
9.0 and 10.3 kJ g '1 in May and August, respectively, both the highest among length classes of the 
four species (Table 4.4). Medium pollock had the lowest mean energy content in May (3.5 kJ g '1) 
and Small capelin had the lowest in August (3.2 kJ g'1) among length classes of the four species 
(Table 4.4).
There was a seasonal shift in the location of area units with the highest energy density 
(> 10% of the maximum area-unit energy density), when area units from all regions were 
compared. In May, most o f the area units with the highest energy densities were located in 
Uganik South (Fig. 4.3A, B); this was primarily due to dense aggregations of herring (Table 4.2). 
In August, the majority o f the area units with the highest energy densities were found in Shelf 
(Fig. 4.3C, D), primarily as a result of high densities of capelin (Table 4.3).
A large seasonal change in species composition was the increase of capelin from May to 
August (Fig. 4.4 & 4.5). The contribution o f capelin to the species-combined energy densities of 
all regions rose from 11.2% (mean weighted by region area) in May to 66.0% in August. In Shelf, 
capelin biomass increased by 12,500% from May to August; in comparison, pollock biomass only 
increased by 28.7%.
Within regions, the mean species-combined area-unit energy content ranged from 3.5 to
9.0 kJ g '1 in May and from 3.2 to 9.6 kJ g 1 in August; these ranges were comparable to the energy
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content range among length classes o f the four species (Table 4.4). In contrast, the mean 
species-combined energy content o f the five regions only ranged from 3.6 to 4.6 kJ g '1 in May 
and from 5.0 to 6.1 kJ g '1 in August (Table 4.5).
Within regions, species-combined biomass was not a good proxy for their energy density. 
About half (50.1% in May and 47.9% in August) of the standardized values of area-unit biomass 
underestimated or overestimated standardized energy density by more than 15.0% (Fig. 4.6). 
Among regions, however, biomass was a fairly good quantitative measure of energy density. The 
proportional differential between standardized biomass and energy density was 15.6% 
(overestimation) in Perenosa in May, 11.5% (underestimation) in Shelf in August, and less than 
9.57% for the rest.
DISCUSSION 
Distribution characteristics
Horizontal distribution was patchier in Tonki and Uganik South than in other regions for all 
four forage fish species in both months. Despite a marked difference in species composition and a 
relatively large geographic distance (among the five regions) between Tonki and Uganik South, 
the two regions differ from others by a higher degree o f land enclosure (Fig. 4.1). In comparison, 
Giannoulaki et al. (2006) concluded that the relationship between the degree o f land enclosure 
and the spatial structure of pelagic fishes was not consistent and varied with fish species and 
season.
The relatively high values of the index of aggregation in Tonki and Uganik South were not 
generated by ordinary kriging; instead, they reflected the actual spatial structure of fish schools 
observed from acoustic backscatter. Because kriging is known to “smooth” prediction surfaces 
(Isaaks & Srivastava 1989, Rivoirard et al. 2008), there was the potential that higher degrees of 
transect coverage in Tonki and Uganik South interacted with the kriging process and led to less
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“smoothed” prediction surfaces than other regions. To test whether relatively high patchiness in 
Tonki and Uganik South was created during kriging, we calculated the index o f aggregation based 
only on acoustic estimates from transect lines (Table 4.6), assuming that fish density in the 
185.2-m horizontal bin of echo integration represented a square area of 185.2 m by 185.2 m. 
Although the absolute values o f the index were different from those after kriging due to 
differences in total abundance and the potential smoothing effect o f kriging, the relatively high 
values in Tonki and Uganik South were similar to the post-kriging results.
The consistently high patchiness o f fish distribution in local embayments requires special 
consideration during survey planning. To retain reasonable precision for estimating fish density, a 
relatively high degree o f transect coverage should be applied in narrow embayments or arms of 
embayments. In this study, we happened to have higher degrees of transect coverage in Tonki and 
Uganik South, not because we expected that fish distribution would be more patchy in the two 
regions, but because we adopted zig-zag transect lines to minimize vessel turning points and 
maximize transecting time in semi-enclosed areas (Simmonds & MacLennan 2005). At least in 
these embayments, zig-zag transecting has an additional advantage over other transect designs.
The higher degree of patchiness in more enclosed areas may be attributed to a collective 
anti-predator strategy by the four species. There is little evidence suggesting that oceanographic 
features in narrow areas of local embayments are more heterogeneous than those in relatively 
open areas (Loewen 2007); hence, habitat preference does not seem to be the driving force. In 
addition, the sampling periods did not coincide with the peak in spawning o f the four species 
(Dougherty et al. 2007, Brown 2002, Marston et al. 2002), thus the observed pattern cannot be 
explained by site fidelity to spawning grounds. The patchy distribution in narrow embayments is 
most likely due to the shared strategy by forage fishes to extend the time needed for predators to 
search prey in relatively enclosed areas (Iwasa et al. 1981), considering the high variety and 
abundance o f potential local predators (Wynne 2005, Witteveen et al. 2007, Knoth & Foy 2008).
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The most noticeable seasonal change was the increase o f capelin biomass in the Shelf region, 
where capelin in August not only occupied more area units but also aggregated in denser schools 
than in May. Capelin spawn between mid-May and late July (Pahlke 1985, Doyle et al. 2002) and 
school sizes in August are typically smaller than during spawning periods (Brown 2002). In this 
study, capelin in August formed highly dense schools, although none of the examined specimens 
were at the stage o f pre-spawning or spawning. The densest aggregations were mostly along the 
100-m isobath in the northeast part of Shelf where energy densities were the highest across all 
regions (Fig. 4.3C). A temperature and salinity front was observed along this 100-m isobath 
during our survey (L. Guo & R. Foy, unpubl. data). Therefore, these dense capelin aggregations 
were probably attracted by favorable oceanographic conditions and high zooplankton prey 
availability associated with the observed front (Brodeur et al. 2002, Coyle & Pinchuk 2002). 
Biomass as a proxy for energy density
We demonstrated that biomass can be used as a proxy for energy density at certain spatial 
scales. Comparisons between standardized biomass and energy density values showed that 
biomass was a reasonable quantitative indicator o f energy density among regions (region areas 
ranging from 51 to 508 km2), but not among area units within regions (each area unit being 
0.034 km2). The reason standardized biomass was close to standardized energy density at the 
larger spatial scale was that mean energy content among regions had a relatively narrow range. 
This narrow range was largely attributed to the consistent level of mean protein content at this 
scale. Although fish lipids are nearly twice as energy dense as proteins (Brett 1995), the total 
amount o f energy stored in proteins was still higher (1.98 times in May and 1.39 times in August, 
weighted by region areas) than that in lipids. As a result, the less variable protein content buffered 
the fluctuation o f lipid content among regions (Table 4.5). At the smaller scale, however, 
inter-species differences in patchiness led to random species assemblages in various area units, 
which dictated that the mean energy content o f each area unit fluctuated in an unpredictable
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manner. In conclusion, the relative quantity of species-combined biomass was a reasonable 
quantitative measure of the relative energy density at the scale o f 10’s to 100’s km2.
Potential errors
The potential errors associated with the methodologies adopted in this study should be taken 
into consideration when interpreting our results. Since the surveys were conducted during 
daytime, schools o f herring, eulachon, and pollock were often located close to the bottom. Echo 
integration tends to underestimate fish density within a few meters from the bottom due to the 
“dead zone” effect (Simmonds & MacLennan, 2005). Also, the chosen target strength (TS) values 
did not incorporate the seasonal variation o f fish body composition, which could affect TS by 
1-3 dB (Horne 2003, Gauthier & Horne 2004). In addition, the ordinary kriging method used to 
interpolate off-transect fish density and biomass tends to “smooth” predictions by overestimating 
when the true values are relatively low and underestimating when the true values are relatively 
high (Rivoirard et al. 2008). While these error sources will affect the absolute magnitude of 
density, biomass, or energy density estimates, it is unlikely that they will affect the relative order 
of those estimates and therefore our conclusions.
Different length classes o f each fish species were combined to describe horizontal 
distribution characteristics at the species level. Differences among length classes in area-unit 
occupation and index of patchiness were occasionally detected when multiple length classes were 
encountered in the same region; there was no consistent ontogenetic pattern among regions for 
any species (L. Guo & R. Foy, unpubl. data). In addition, an ontogenetic trend in depth 
distribution was noticed in pollock: schools o f Small pollock in August were distinctly above the 
bottom while Medium, Large and Very Large pollock were close to the bottom (L. Guo & R. Foy, 
unpubl. data), which is in agreement with findings from other areas in the Gulf of Alaska 
(McKelvey 1996, Brodeur & Wilson 1996). As a result, our focus on horizontal distribution
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characteristics at the species level may have obscured the variations among length classes and 
depths.
Implications for local apex predators
The dense aggregations o f capelin in August offer an ideal feeding opportunity for predators, 
which was supported by sightings of tens of thousands of piscivorous feeding seabirds in the 
northeast part o f Shelf during the survey. In addition, co-occurring eulachon and pollock in the 
Shelf region happened to be o f the lowest density among the five regions and were generally 
found in deeper waters than capelin; herring were not encountered in Shelf in August. The 
relative isolation from other species and dense aggregations over a large area make capelin 
potentially the dominate prey for apex predators. We used data from McKenzie & Wynne (2008) 
to compute the mean prey-specific numerical percentage (%) of capelin in Steller sea lion 
{Eumetopias jubatus) scats collected from sites around the Kodiak Archipelago from 1999 to 2005. 
Prey-specific numerical percentage measures the numeral percentage in samples that contain a 
specific prey taxa; samples that do not contain the given prey taxa are excluded in the 
computation (Amundsen et al. 1996). The prey-specific numerical percentage of capelin was 
91.9%, only slightly lower than Pacific sand lance {Ammodytes hexapterus) among important 
prey (Table 4.7); in contrast, both percentage frequency o f occurrence and mean numerical 
percentage o f capelin were much lower than those of sand lance (Table 4.7). The high 
prey-specific value means that when encountered by sea lions, capelin are the preferred prey and 
tend to be consumed exclusively during the time frame representative o f scat results, typically 
two to three days (Tollit et al. 1997, 2007). In comparison, herring, eulachon, and pollock were 
typically ingested in mixed diets (Table 4.7). Therefore, the aggregative patterns of capelin may 
be an important factor in their relative importance in Steller sea lion diets.
Capelin are also an important prey resource for humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae), 
a local apex predator that prefer capelin over co-occurring pollock of similar sizes (Witteveen et
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al. 2008). In 2005, the humpback population feeding on the east side of the Kodiak Archipelago 
was estimated to be 192, based on the 2002 estimate of 157 (Witteveen et al. 2007) and a 6.8% 
annual increase in the North Pacific over the last four decades (Calambokidis et al. 2008). The 
population in 2005 required 5.29 x 1010 kJ of energy from prey during a five-month feeding 
season (Witteveen et al. 2006), assuming total energy requirement is proportional to population 
level. I f  24.3% of the total required energy is met by feeding on capelin (based on a simplified 
diet composition derived from stable isotopes of the same humpback population, B. Witteveen, 
University of Alaska Fairbanks, pers. comm.), and 6.1 kJ g '1 is the energy content of capelin (the 
species average in the Shelf region in August, weighted by biomass of length classes), the 
humpback population in 2005 would consume 2.10 x 106 kg o f capelin over five months. This 
estimate accounts for 13.0% of the total capelin biomass in the Shelf region and exceeds the total 
capelin biomass of all other regions in August. Therefore, the removal by humpback whales may 
cause significant localized reduction of capelin population, which would potentially limit the 
availability o f capelin to other sympatric predators.
Forage fish aggregation density and distribution patchiness may be important factors 
influencing the utilization o f haulout sites by Steller sea lions. Previous studies have suggested 
that sea lion counts in haulouts are correlated to forage fish abundance and energy density in 
surrounding waters (Womble & Sigler 2006, Winter et al. 2009). At Cape Ugat, a haulout 
~ 15 km away from Uganik Bay, aerial counts of Steller sea lions decreased from May to August 
in most o f the observation years (Wynne 2005). Because herring were the most common prey in 
Steller sea lion scats deposited from the same haulout (McKenzie & Wynne 2008), we expected 
that energy density of herring would have been higher in May than in August. In contrast, we 
found that the mean area-unit energy densities of herring in August were actually 14 and 1.3 
times higher than in May for Uganik North and Uganik South, respectively; species-combined 
energy densities were also noticeably higher in August than in May. However, herring in May
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occupied fewer area units and aggregated in denser schools than in August for both Uganik North 
and Uganik South. In addition, relatively low aerial counts of sea lion in August at Cape Ugat 
were corresponded to seasonal peaks o f sea lion counts at Chief Cove, ~ 20 km south of Cape 
Ugat, where sea lions have been observed to prey on salmon at setnet sites (Wynne 2005). 
Therefore, highly aggregated prey over a relatively small area may shorten the mean time 
predators spend in capturing each prey (Orians & Pearson 1979), and may outweigh the benefit of 
a higher total energy available over a broader area.
Summary
This study presents a comprehensive description o f mesoscale distribution characteristics 
and energy density o f pelagic forage fishes in coastal waters o f the Kodiak Archipelago. 
Distribution was highly variable but consistently patchier in narrower embayments for all species. 
Despite the marked difference in species composition, the mean energy content of forage fish 
assemblages was similar among regions. Thus biomass of forage fish assemblages was found to 
be an adequate proxy for energy density at the scales of 10’s to 100’s km2. Dense aggregations 
were encountered after spawning periods and formed seasonal prey “hotspots” for piscivorous 
predators. The spatial patterns o f forage fish “hotspots” may have profound implications for 
feeding behaviors o f local apex predators, which could affect predator bioenergetics at the 
population level.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 4.1 D escriptions o f  length classes o f  four forage fish species from em baym ents o f  the Kodiak A rchipelago, Alaska, na: not available; values: 
total length in cm
length class Sm all M edium Large Very Large
Pacific length range 9 .0 -1 2 .9 1 3 .0 -1 8 .9 19.0-32.3 na
herring length m ode range 10.0-11.4 1 5 .0 -1 7 .6 20.2-28.1 na
eulachon
length range na 8.0-14.9 15.0-29.3 na
length m ode range na 10.1 -13.5 15.3-19.4 na
capelin
length range 5.2 -6.2 7.0 -9.9 10.0-13.8 na
length m ode range 5.6 -5.7 7.6 -9.2 10.3-13.2 na
w alleye length range 5 .8 -1 2 .9 1 3 .0 -2 9 .9 30 .0-43 .9 44 .0 -71 .0
pollock length m ode range 1.5-93 14.3 -28.8 31 .2-43 .2 44 .5 -67 .0
Table 4 .2  Horizontal distribution parameters o f  four forage fish species (post-kriging, length classes com bined) in five regions around the Kodiak  
A rchipelago, A laska, in M ay 2005 . n: total number o f  area units; n ’: number o f  area units w ith positive fish density; median: median o f  positive  
area-unit fish density (number km"2); IA: index o f  aggregation; different superscript letters indicate significant inter-region differences w ithin species  
(M ann-W hitney U  or Kruskal W allis, p <  0 .05) and letter A  indicate the highest values
Tonki S h elf Perenosa U ganik North U ganik South
n 1555 14825 2862 4523 1506
n ’ 0 0 0 1205 668
Pacific n ’/n (%) 0 0 0 26.6 44.4
herring median (x lO 3 km"2) na na na 1.60b 35 .7A
!A (xlO "5 km"2) na na na 0.91 13.8
n ’ 0 5032 1574 3939 0
eulachon
n ’/n (%) 0 33.9 55.0 87.1 0
median (x  10 3 km"2) na 15.5 b 0 .1 5C 2 1 .3 a na
1A (xlO"5 km'2) na 0.09 1.29 0.49 na
n ’ 363 8117 2395 1208 464
capelin
n ’/n (%) 23.3 54.8 83.7 26.7 30.8
median (x lO 3 km"2) 5 8 .7a 15.7C 1.73e 7 .0 1 ° 5 4 .5b
1A (xlO"5 km"2) 42.0 0.27 0.81 6.04 11.3
n ’ 1020 5141 1806 4150 1282
w alleye n ’/n (%) 65.6 34.7 63.1 91.8 85.1
pollock median (x  10 3 km"2) 1.43e 2 .2 4 ° 3 .07c 4 .6 9 b 6 .98 a
IA(xlO"5 km'2) 3.89 0 .09 1.15 0.70 3.78
Table 4.3 Horizontal distribution parameters o f  four forage fish species (post-kriging, length classes com bined) in five regions around the Kodiak  
A rchipelago, A laska, in A ugust 2005 . n: total number o f  area units; n ’: number o f  area units with positive fish density; median: median o f  positive  
area-unit fish density (number km'2); IA: index o f  aggregation; superscript letters indicate significant inter-region differences w ithin species (Kruskal 
W allis, p < 0 .05) and letter A  indicate the highest values
Tonki S h elf Perenosa U ganik North U ganik South
n 1482 13446 2966 4506 1503
n ’ 0 0 2529 3889 1473
Pacific n ’/n  (%) 0 0 85.3 86.3 98.0
herring m edian (x lO 3 km"2) na na 16.9 a 0 .25c 5.91®
IA (x lO '5 km'2) na na 1.43 0.30 5.61
n ’ 1101 3968 1470 3520 838
eulachon
n ’/n (%) 74.3 29.5 49.6 78.1 55.8
median (x lO 2 km'2) 18.2° 0 .2 2 ° 28.9® 825 a 500 a
IA (x lO '5 km'2) 6.02 0.43 1.08 0.33 6.69
n’ 1353 11450 2962 4495 1050
capelin
n ’/n (%) 91.3 85.2 99.9 99.8 69.9
m edian ( x l 0 4km'2) 3 4 .7 °
<‘ OO 264® 116C 0 .7 8 e
1A (x lO '5 km'2) 4.81 0.07 0.80 0.44 4.23
n’ 1343 5679 2540 4312 1240
w alleye n ’/n (%) 90.6 42.2 85.6 95.7 82.5
pollock median (x  104 km'2) 8 .98c 0 .2 1 E 4 .9 7 ° 2 7 .8a 46.4®
IA (x 1 O'5 km"2) 4.74 0.30 0.91 0.54 4.23
oo
Table 4 .4  Lipid, protein, and energy content in w hole-body w et m ass o f  four forage fish species from em baym ents o f  the Kodiak A rchipelago, Alaska, 
in M ay and A ugust 2005 . Num bers in parentheses: sam ple size for protein content analysis w hen different from that o f  lipid content analysis; na: not 
available; *: one or more sam ples consist o f  five or ten individual fish (as opposed to one); values o f  lipid and protein content: m eans ±  SD  (w hen SD  
w as available); values o f  energy content: calculated from m eans o f  lipid and protein content
-------------------M ay— ................ -------- ------- A ugust---------------
lipid protein energy lipid protein energy
length class
size
content
(%)
content
(%)
content 
(kJ g 1)
size
content
(%)
content
(%)
content 
(kJ g ')
Pacific
herring
Small 25 (9) 5.2 ± 2 .2 17.7 ± 0 .5 5.5 0 na na na
M edium 0 na na na 32 6.7 ± 3 .2 17.0 ±  1.2 5.8
Large 2 7 (1 1 ) 0 3 .7 ±  1.8 15.3 ±  1.0 4.4 66 10.6 ± 6 .7 17.0 ±  1.0 7.2
eulachon
M edium 1 3 (3 ) 08.2  ± 4 .7 12.8 ±  0.1 5.7 18 18.0 ±  2.5 13.2 ± 0 .7 9.2
Large 37 (27) 17.4 ±  1.7 13.0 ± 0 .3 9.0 11 21 .0  ±  3.0 13.2 ± 0 .4 10.3
Small 0 na na na 1* 1.1 14.0 3.2
capelin M edium 5 (1*) 15.8 ±  1.5 15.0 8.8 44* (12*) 6.3 ± 2 .0 17.0 ±  1.5 5.7
Large 40 (20) 07.0  ± 2 .3 15.4 ± 0 .4 5.6 10.9 ± 4 .8 15.4 ± 0 .9 7.1
Small 0 na na na 70* (61*) 4.5 ±  1.5 17.1 ±  1.8 5.1
w alleye M edium 31 01.5 ± 0 .4 14.8 ±  1.1 3.5 34 5.2 ±  1.7 16.4 ± 1 .3 5.2
pollock Large & 
Very Large
21 02 .2  ±  1.0 14.1 ± 2 .0 3.6 71 4 .0  ± 2 .0 15.4 ± 1 .2 4.5
Table 4.5 Species-com bined (Pacific herring, eulachon, capelin, and w alleye pollock) areal mean biom ass (kg km'2), lipid density (kg km'2), protein 
density (kg km'2), energy density (kJ km'2), lipid content (%), protein content (%), and energy content (kJ g '1) in five regions around the Kodiak  
A rchipelago, A laska, in M ay and August 2005.
Tonki S h elf Perenosa U ganik North U ganik South
region area (km2) 53.34 508.48 98.16 155.13 51.65
biom ass 1.81 x 103 2 .1 8 x l0 3 3 .1 0 x l0 3 4 .0 8 x l0 3 1 .5 8 x l0 4
lipid density 6 .2 7 x l0 ‘ 1 .0 3 x l0 2 6 .82x10 ' 1 .8 6 x l0 2 4 .6 0 x l0 2
M ay
protein density 2 .5 9 x l0 2 3 .0 7 x l0 2 4 .3 6 x l0 2 5 .7 0 x l0 2 2 .3 1 x l0 3
energy density 7 .4 8 x l0 6 9 .9 4 x l0 6 1 .1 2 x l0 7 1 .8 2 x l0 7 6 .3 1 x l0 7
lipid content 3.5 4.7 2.2 4.6 2.9
protein content 14.3 14.1 14.1 14.0 14.6
energy content 4.1 4.6 3.6 4.5 4.0
region area (km2) 50.83 461 .18 101.73 154.55 51.55
biom ass 1 .1 6 x l0 4 3 .6 9 x l0 4 2 .1 4 x l0 4 2 .7 6 x 1 04 2 .2 1 x l0 4
lipid density 6 .0 7 x l0 2 2 .7 9 x l0 3 1 .2 4 x l0 3 1 .3 9 x l0 3 1 .3 7 x l0 3
A ugust
protein density 1 .8 0 x l0 3 6 .0 6 x l0 3 3 .4 9 x l0 3 4.43 x lO 3 3 .5 1 x l0 3
energy density 5 .8 4 x l0 7 2 .2 4 x 1 0 8 1.15x10 8 1 .4 0 x l0 8 1 .2 0 x l0 8
lipid content 5.2 7.6 5.8 5.0 6.2
protein content 15.6 16.4 16.3 16.1 15.9
energy content 5.0 6.1 5.4 5.1 5.4
Table 4 .6  Index o f  aggregation (x lO '3 km'2) o f  four forage fish species (pre-kriging, length classes com bined) in five regions around the Kodiak  
A rchipelago, A laska, in M ay and A ugust 2005, based on acoustic estim ates from transect lines.
Tonki Shelf Perenosa U ganik North Uganik South
Pacific herring na na na 1.64 11.99
M ay
eulachon na 0.41 2.91 1.19 na
capelin 87.30 4.43 3.09 14.16 21.08
w alleye pollock 4 .37 0.41 2 .58 1.65 4 .16
Pacific herring na na 3.90 0 .59 6 .40
A ugust
eulachon 8.08 3.16 2.62 0.62 6.15
Capelin 5.38 0.48 2 .56 2 .19 5.02
w alleye pollock 5.46 1.79 2 .24 1.06 5.01
Table 4 .7 . Overall percentage frequency o f  occurrence (FO), mean numerical percentage (N o), and mean prey-specific numerical percentage (SN o) o f  
Pacific herring, eulachon, capelin, w alleye pollock, Pacific sand lance (Ammodytes hexapterus), Pacific salm on (Oncorhynchus spp.), and Pacific 
sandfish (Trichodon trichodori) in Steller sea lion scats collected  from sites in the Kodiak A rchipelago (1999  to 2005), excerpted from M cK enzie & 
W ynne (2008), w ith SN o values calculated as N o/F O  x 100%.
FO (%) N o  (%) SN o (%)
Pacific herring 23.0 6.3 27.4
eulachon 1.1 0.2 18.2
capelin 8.6 7.9 91.9
w alleye pollock 36.8 10.9 29.6
Pacific sand lance 41.7 38.6 92.6
Pacific salmon 26.3 4.3 16.3
Pacific sandfish 10.5 2.8 26.7
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Figure 4.1 The five  survey regions in waters o ff  the northern part o f  the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska. 1: 
Tonki; 2: Shelf; 3: Perenosa; 4: U ganik  North; 5: U ganik South
Figure 4 .2  A coustic transects (black line) in survey regions (A ) on the northeastern side o f  the Kodiak A rchipelago and (B ) in U ganik Bay, w ith the 
100-m  depth isobath (gray line).
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Figure 4.3 Area units (black dot) w here species-com bined energy density was >  10% o f  the maximum  
values in (A  & B ) M ay and (C & D ) A ugust, w hen area units from all regions were compared within each 
month. The size o f  each black dot w as chosen so that each dot is large enough to be legible but not so large 
that dots cover surrounding landmass; the size o f  each dot does not represent the actual scale o f  one area 
unit (185 m x 185 m); the size o f  the black square in the inserted panel w ithin panel A  represents 16 area 
units, arranged as 4 x 4; gray line is the 100-m  depth isobath
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Figure 4 .4  Areal mean (A ) fish density (x lO 4 km'2), (B ) biom ass (x lO 3 kg km'2), (C) lipid density (x lO 2 kg km'2), and (D ) energy density (x lO 7 kJ km'2) 
o f  the four fish species in the five regions in May 2005 . Area units w ith zero values were included in calculation
Figure 4.5 Areal mean (A ) fish density (x lO 6 km'2), (B ) biom ass (x lO 3 kg km'2), (C) lipid density (x lO 3 kg km'2), and (D ) energy density (x lO 8 kJ km'2) 
o f  the four fish species in the five regions in A ugust 2005. Area units w ith zero values were included in calculation
proportional differential between standardized values of biomass and energy density (%)
Figure 4 .6  Frequency distributions (one percent interval) o f  proportional differential (PD ) between standardized values o f  species-com bined (Pacific  
herring, eulachon, capelin, and w alleye pollock) biom ass (SB ) and energy density (SE D ) in waters o f f  the northern part o f  the Kodiak A rchipelago, 
Alaska, in (A ) M ay and (B ) A ugust 2005 . PD = abs (SB  -  SED) / SED  x 100%, w here abs denotes absolute value.
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Chapter 5: 
General Conclusion
This study examined multiple aspects of forage fish availability in the coastal waters of the 
Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska, as a key step to refine our knowledge on local trophic interactions 
and ecosystem functioning. I provided an improved estimation of diet composition, 
systematically described intra-species variations in lipid content and fatty acid composition, and 
measured mesoscale distribution characteristics and energy density o f forage fish assemblages. 
The objectives were achieved through a multidisciplinary approach, involving biochemical, 
stomach content, acoustics, and geostatistical analyses. Major findings of this dissertation are 
summarized as follows.
• Comparisons between copepod-originated fatty acids and stomach contents in four forage 
fish species indicated the underestimation of dietary copepods by stomach content 
analysis.
• Lipid content o f forage fishes varied significantly by month and fish length; inter-month 
variations did not strictly mirror the annual cycle of zooplankton production; ontogenetic 
patterns were specific to fish species and varied by month.
• Fatty acid composition o f forage fishes varied significantly by month, fish length, and 
embayment; contents (weight percentages of total quantified fatty acids) of certain fatty 
acids were significantly correlated with lipid content.
• Mesoscale horizontal distribution parameters, including area o f occupation, aggregation 
size, and index of aggregation, varied considerably among fish species and month.
• Patchiness o f forage fish distribution was consistently higher in narrower embayments 
than wider ones or open areas.
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• Dense post-spawning aggregations formed energetic “hotspots” for piscivorous predators, 
exemplified by herring schools on the west side of the Archipelago in May and capelin 
schools on the northeast side in August.
• Biomass o f forage fish assemblages was found to be a reasonable proxy for energy 
content at the scales o f 10’s to 100’s km2, but not at smaller scales.
Large variations in measured parameters were demonstrated among study regions.
Significant differences in forage fish fatty acid composition were found between embayments that 
are only 10’s km apart, which indicates substantial localized differences in diet; abundance, 
biomass, energy density, and index of patchiness were highly variable among study regions. 
Spatial scales o f sampling regimes influence our understanding o f ecosystem functioning 
(Vlietstra 2005, Fauchald 2009). The high spatial variability in physical and biological parameters 
in waters around the Kodiak Archipelago presented in this and previous studies (Mueter & 
Norcross 2000, Loewen 2007, McKenzie & Wynne 2008) emphasizes the importance of 
mesoscale (0.1’s -  10’s km) assessment o f forage fish availability.
My results demonstrated large intra-species variations in lipid content, fatty acid composition, 
and energy content. These findings and similar conclusions from other regions (Ball et al. 2007, 
Litz et al. 2010) affirm the need to incorporate intra-species variability in trophodynamic studies. 
Currently, average values at a species level are most widely used. For example, fatty acid models 
designed to delineate forage fish-predator relationships operate at the species level and frequently 
combine samples from different locations or months, which leads to model outputs that obscure 
spatial and temporal patterns (Iverson et al. 2004, Williams & Buck 2010). Furthermore, 
significant differences in lipid or energy content derived from inter-species comparison are often 
used to divide forage fishes into high- and low-quality prey, which grossly simplifies the natural 
variability and therefore is potentially misleading. For example, capelin (Mallotus villosus) are 
commonly referred to as “ lipid-rich” or high-energy species (Abookire & Piatt 2005, Litzow et al. 
2006); in this study, capelin of 5.2 -  6.2 cm total length in August had the lowest lipid and energy
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content among all forage fish species studied, including walleye pollock (Theragra 
chalcogramma) that are typically considered a “lipid-poor” or low-energy species (Abookire & 
Piatt 2005, Litzow et al. 2006). For these reasons, intra-species variations in forage fish 
biochemical parameters need to be carefully considered in order to obtain a more realistic 
assessment o f trophodynamics.
Spatial patterns o f post-spawning forage fish aggregations may be a critical aspect of forage 
fish availability. The relationship between pre-spawning or spawning aggregations o f forage 
fishes and their predators have been extensively studied (Sigler et al. 2004, Bogetveit et al. 2008); 
the locations o f these aggregations are typically consistent interannually due to fidelity to 
spawning sites (Willson & Womble 2006, Womble & Sigler 2006). In contrast, the relationship 
between post-spawning aggregations and predators are more difficult to examine, partly because 
the locations of these aggregations are relatively unpredictable and more associated with 
oceanographic conditions (Hollowed et al. 2007). The abrupt climatic changes in the North 
Pacific Ocean over the last several decades (Mantua et al. 1997, Hare & Mantua 2000) may 
dramatically alter the spatial patterns of post-spawning aggregations o f forage fishes (Anderson & 
Piatt 1999). The change in aggregation locations can have diverse effects on different types of 
predators. For example, central-place foragers, such as seabirds and pinnipeds that return from 
feeding forays to shore nests or haulouts, may switch to more dispersed prey when dense forage 
fish aggregations move out o f their foraging distance, which will increase foraging costs. In 
comparison, predators that feed over relatively larger distances, such as cetaceans, may be able to 
follow and exploit these aggregations at different locations. This behavioral difference may partly 
explain the contrasting population trends between different types of apex predators, exemplified 
by the western stock o f Steller sea lions {Eumetopias jubatus) and humpback whales (Megaptera 
novaeangliae): the former declined by 80% between the 1970s and 1990s (Trites & Larkin 1996, 
Loughlin 1998), while the latter increased by 6.8% annually over the last four decades 
(Calambokidis et al. 2008).
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This dissertation provides the most comprehensive description of forage fish availability in 
coastal waters of the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska. As one part of the larger Gulf Apex 
Predator-Prey Program, this project offers a key piece that will be integrated with results from 
other trophic levels, especially apex predators, to better delineate local trophic interactions. The 
final products will provide us with a more holistic view of the local ecosystems and with valuable 
references for fisheries management in the North Pacific Ocean.
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Appendix A Fishing Permits
STATE OF ALASKA Permit No. CF-Q7-024
DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
P.O. Box 115525 Expires 12/31/2007
JUNEAU, ALASKA 99811-5526
FISH RESOURCE PERMIT
  ___________
T'm  Rg|>ert Fov fM tm j wnmw& is rm tm d  an ouch 7  for oenm  v&titi&ixKi
psmoii "
Of UAF Fipharv Industrial Tcchnolctiv Center at 118 Tfi-dcnt Way. Kodiak. AK33B1S 
3g»t#f or args-iaaton oddncs*
to conduct me ictotwKj adrAfee from foDruarv ts. aao? to Pecemtipf 31.2007 it- accordant* v* it  AS 16.0b.320
and AS I8.3S 24C(D)
PutOQga To ex«nw» tse neteiW and enemy trances iwwsws betew* f,S  zocp'arfcton enrrrarty and wag* 
I.sit in embayments Around Kodiak ArcNpetaga.
Location: AS o*a.-she:a answ on the wost *.de of Kafl aH to  ft Ucan.fc, Bay nsrth to SrTuyae. Wogna:< Bays, Tttiki
Bay, ZM Pifm osa  Bay.
Specie* COHcctod; 10CJDOO WaBeye Potock. 1.C00 anro*K>c>13l flauridcr, 50,000 eutarthon, 1,030 Paenc ervj.
50,000 -papain, 68 COO PaoUc sa-.Jlante, §0.030 P a clc  herring, 20.006 various additiu-is 
graundSsa and pategicfeh Aciul'.anc juvcniy fish *St he idsfittled. Ti&a&jit-d and 'steiscd 
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Stipulation* section).
Maihod of Capture: JanTta'/n mithvstpr trawl -/. tt- mcditod 'wewch codenc inter 01 1 inch mesh ■'««
Stipulations season)
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nissssition, onxj a uppitaibte, seat. age. 3rd bfsearg comMon. ard tentsths nr o weights of Ssh The ns-oori ste* u so 
if:c jd® obt*r intomiglon os ma-.- ire teuJtutl under v»e st'putatter s season.
G E N E R A L  C O N D IT IO N S , EXCEPTIONS A N D  R E S T R IC T IO N S
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tbs Comrreslartei ol n u i Tome rf the ienndee violate- .* /  of its toroitbes. excaposni .a msu-sUum. Ko 
■adpitc;'ri a ui ,M«v>v.y may he allowed wider thKyeiu;'utib>v spr.pMcally am*:!.
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ii‘«s atiinvys orntNsTrpacimarn.
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5, UNLESS SFESiFICAL_Y S i At ED 1 FREIN, TI85 PERMIT DOES NOT AUI HORU’ F t*o cxyytwion of spemnnmt or ire
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Division oftfommarcial F c a h e r i e » jC f k  ssStztTiDeputy Director 
Diyisian of CoinmerctiltFisheries 
Alaska Dopartmant of Fi»h and Oam*
CF-07-024 continued (page 2 of 2}
A utriorfzc-d Personnel: The foiftwiftg person n«' may participate in co lecting activities t; ridet i*mis of t tis oernit;
Robert j,  Few. Loi <3uo. Hu si Sciim cfea Niks Ttvesci, Shannon Ho w o.
Contingencies;
I )  Steve Schrof [Division cf Commerce Fislteftes, Kodak. (807) 486-* 852} or Wayne Donaldson (Uwbon of 
C 3mr-«rda Feheries, Kodak tSO?) 480-1 S'#) must bu contacted prior to you engaging in collecting 
activities T n «y  have the authority to m » t r «  access to try  area for ccr.$«rv«icn p u j»s # s  or user owrtcts. 
Division of Commercia- Ftshartes Area Management Biologists havs ths auS'crty to spec'fy rreihooc for 
coltecring. «s wel tut limiting the co fo zb n t cf any st»;iss, and the nur- b#r of opeoimens soliscted by H-na ei-d 
ores. Jefl Wftdfe (Division Of Commercial Ftsherfe®, Kodiak Am* Ftnlkh Biologist £$$ 1807) must bo 
contacted prior to (he collection of herring.
2; Hermits will intfete die number c* soecnens that may be »<sn trv species enc 8%  stage. San ting or
■oofecrirtg acttvkie* must atop -/.hen th# maximu-i s‘©waste numfcer of specimens is obtain©! Ail life fish 
j.-islilsli, and aquatic ptar.ta collected in «*cesa of die nurtwef spee'lted on 't*« permit must be re eased
kmwdttUHy m i  efinanewa «t tfci oapura locatisn.
3) Fish not kept fcr entrgette'dtet anatlyss should be 'Bteased unharmed back into the water, if possista. Samples 
savee tot identification or o et aralwss will be eitbei disposed of ot preservec for futore reference at Kodak tab 
facilities.
4) Ftshipg must cease immediately on any tow rftat catches more than 50 salmon Pormttee is axascttc la 
relocate before anoiiter tow b mad#, in addition, perm ttee »  expected to relocate fishing activities if *iore titan
1.000 juvenile salmon are present in any row,
5) For all tow® inside Kod «k 3i"J Afcgnak Bay, a rraxitrjm of ISO adut u  men and ' 5  tens of he rirq may fee 
C3ptured fkept of reteasedi n each say. Area btoogists request tisid Itto pe'nrliiteu seriously watch tows
« 3«o  tne&s says and limit the 1rre of tews, or if necessary, leave these bays to avoid excessive catches «* 
Sa‘rocn and herring,
6} Sumnr-aru:# catch, data 'o'lovcing each survey. Bed separated by gea- or trewl type, list spaces tcommcn
name one scientists name) and rumsc** cough*. per gear type ttrtu cispos tiort (released alive', 'released 
daatf o- takan back to lab) fcr oil specimens. Please include a geographic descr'pto' in addition to
T) Kfevforf map NOT {»  eofentel or r * t e « !  wxtor She intimity « ' 3«i4 ,«*r«W. «#;««■ eeeburt Sim Xvr.wihs/.ur
PHcifk HaSbul com am ier. osoos} p.0. S ox ShX>9. Seef’fe, bVH 98(45-2089 to owairt pewsss.dn
tor tiztfbut cdtcakiti
8} f-to person may tramwaH oosatss. tyxsL-rl f'om Hiu state, or retease irtta the xysters oi the slate, aiiv fee T>ir
r.ntess the person hcids a vk d fish t'arsoo.'t oertnit fFTPr srd the psrsort is j;, 5ijmprs®.e™ttiS.|! flMttfdjn# 
of the Bemit ond the previsions of C AAC -H.OCS — Al .osb. A  Bsh transixirl wermit mg.v uc teSvcnJ by the 
Commissicnsr. A fah trsmiiXrrl OO'inil must be cbtainotl pror to .any excortalon of nar.-cresaved ^SEeimens, 
Please rom.net Sara .arsen at i&7) 4C5-«1724 tor inure Wwniarion.
8} A copy cf this pomxl, mtil'd'ttp ir.y S, must bt  maos arrastek'Us at «¥  fee' yrm'ua.on a w  pn o;mtl
sites for in.sosrrir'» opon rwguwn by «• tupumvniuMtv o(fife (htpurtiMti! of#?sw enforcoixvnt o.Ster
I I ) teuanua of Itns permit 006* not absolve the permittee f-om comoiane# in full w.thr any ar.d all odior app icaWo 
federal, state.or lo«8  lawsrepulations. cr onl;na.nssi.
12) A  report of  collecting actlvhles. itsftnencing tliie fish resource permit, must he submitted to the AlASk*
Department ot Fish end Own*, Division of Commercial Fish, PO So* ! 15524, Juneau, AK 38S11-5S26, 
attention Saw Larsen (465-4724; Bara_lamen@Hshfiam«vstato.ak.us), wttMn 30 days after the expiration 
of this permit. Far each low. this report sltoud surnmaripe he date, Sm«. and bcaton of xw (mam* c s 
gvnaral .ouaieu and iatitudeilongifufle of the beginning cf tow), the durafioit of to.*.1 •and wn'ig speed, the 
es!mated tcra catch by spades (in aparox.mate nviiibcrs cf  fish cr approximate numbers cs axunds). the 
numbtt* sumplod or rctoned by species, and the fate of the 'arrainins ftsh. .Artactfota'- Infe'rfiS'jcr; on the* SKS 
find oofrd.ton o' all ftn  oapfontd is *n«9WBgs4  A report '5 twju'ictf whctl'.cr-p' net eolteoting M vifies were
undertsten. /  /
11} pgRMfT VAUDATtQN requires permittas’s signatura tgreatng to
beginning collecting eclivilics;
12) Fa ure :x ccmply witi the cOildiWrtS Of this pormi; will lesuft m fl«r Ins® future permiting fmvitegfe®
a p i c ^  permit conditions before
•A > - f  "
Signaturb-of Fflrrnittse
oo Steve Schrof CF Division Fuss
Wuyitu Dc«t.d#Chi Alasoa Bureau of Wildlife E-iforoement-Kudisk
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STATE OF ALASKA 
DEPARTMENT OF FiSH AND GAME 
P .O . B ox 25526 
J U N E A U  A L A S K A  39802*5526
FISH RESOURCE PERMIT
<Pfrf Purposed
Permit No. CF-06-054.
Expires 12/3112306
This permit authorizes Ro&crt For f*i>oseah<W!:K iimiwr&fGi) oa<ic 2  A y  w .mi<f
streon
of IM F  6ch 00! of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences at 113 Trident w ay. Kodiak. AK 99616 
mirr-ny or o'Oantea&on address
(3 sonduct the aoiO'//inj activities '»m  May 18, 2006 to December 31.2088 to. aceo'dance w*n A S  '€> CM 3C «M  AS  
16.35 M m -
Pl«t! To examine fte material ard erergy *ff.nsfsr p -ra sa  fcetwnen the Jtoeplsnk'cr oomm.in#y ane -way* 
li&h in smbayirwite around Kc<ji$y Archipelago and to ocvdop 'habitat sapa&Siy models' Mat appraise 
tie >mkm of nawshnr# habitats in terms of -crag© *c
Location: Alt nearahore areas on the west »<fc of Kodiak from Uganx Say nor* to Shuyak. A ’cfftsk Savs. and 
Chiniakanc (.'a rm ; Rays,
Species Coilectedr 50 C0C Wol'aye Psitock, 1.000 arroivtcoih founder. 10.0C3 eJschcn. Loto PscJc wd, 
50.COC capelin. 60.303 wmflance, 53.009 Pacific ne'rtr f^. 10,000 vansus addition bI grourrjfish 
and cStt$>n fish AfMit ard jilv&nite ffen wsB be identified, .-leasured and rcfca&ed 100 from 
each SpeetdS *«i be sapdficRd to he useri for erergetio'dist soaysfe. i;sea ConSngencto* 
section!
Method of Capture: D ai“ tawi mtdv/atcr tr»yl with modifec .research eodetKf Brer o f ' inch ~.«sh far cistr.outici
and abundance stucies in May, August and November, srmrt m « h  beach seine, mini 
purs® seine for use in monthly survsys at t 3 beaches in Chin ak Bay fsae Contingencies 
srvrb-nns.
cUtc -January 31. iHibV. Ifta fepcrtshalt .hciuac scccfes. numbers calea and lotnWriS t 1 cciecton and 
disposltof. afiti if applcafcla, *e*( age, and breeding onraitbn. and tergrhs ami'weight® of fsn. The report shj'laisc- 
include c;hed information ms may be requif&a under the contingencies secticn.
G E N E R A L  C O N C f f lO N S , E X C E P T I O N S  A N D  R E S T R IC T I O N S
1 This ywrsH nttsi be eerrtcd by pencr**} tpeofed during aperowd «n >  tshpM sbcsr f on nc,mt tc penso*
authoraad to snforte Afajkafa fsh end g a™  :***. This p«mt | is rranhansforab!* and Ml! t«  w/otaw oc nene.vat dww-ii tty 
he Ccmnievnm* uf Fish and Omvtr f  !ti« pcirniBoo vio'Jtee any cf t i  cendiMns, «*M#0aM fir intbrfmi;* No 
rad.xnnSon atsurthorSy nicy bo «kwcft nnd®’ ibis permit tru m  a»ji(tcally tuned 
'£, No 3pe»rna» taken under sijmority berent ir.ny he snW nr Ivt-fern! ** spndmsns trust be eepKted i: a mute t i i» n r
in is |MW>; scwtitii; m irduui! end inwtuitei untes dihcwisp Mated baem. S'jtpsrTrtitee® strafl nm retsin o>
!<»o antnetf or other aoaoinien®,
a  The osm-ttae « b a lf  hasp resoids o' *.- a c t w e e s  ooMhMM iwder am-eray <a Mx aueibble for inspection «  ai
re.xoi ;!Mr (niuis :;»i tjl ;im WM^iuiised stote enforcement officer
a  P d r n t i s  vrii n r t f e s  r e n e w e d  tinSI d e ta iie d  r e p o r t*  a *  i p e d ' e d  3 bov© . have b e a n  r e c e iv e d  b y  m e
& U N L E S S  S P E C IF IC A L L Y  S T A T S O  H m h H N  IM .S  k .-K M Il Nf.) * A y T | R H f i j g  Kie e s p o r i a f t n  c ‘  s p e c im e n s  n r  « i r  
t a u n t )  c"  s . t* v ,i 'u « » s  «  n * ; v ;  c l o o b  to  h u r l i n g  a n d  fish in g ; w i t f e m  a p p r o o 'a t a  Hear®*® rf ru u i ir J  h r  s rr .ta
re tju l id io n t,  d n r n g  r i o t e d  s e a s o n s ;  o r  h  erry m a n n d i .  b y  3 ;iy  m e ' f a ,  a t  a n y  t im e  ta i l  p m n il- ln r i b y  t r o o p  t o g a t e t i m
Division of Commercial Fisheries
-f  , > V  .W .
Division of Commercial Fisiiertoe 
Alaska Dapartmant of Fish end Cams
CP-06-054 continued fpag® 2 of 2)
Authorired Personnel: The fosowmj personnel may pad e paten collecting aonnlies under "emns of K s  pemst
Rcbort J Foy. L®' Si-e. fuW Sohenstka, Mite T'mrs^
1) Stew  Sehtof (Division o! Cc.'nmemmi Fisheries. K ojs*, (907) 488-! 8525 or Wayne Donaldson (Oivisic-i of 
Cwnrvernt*' : ist-eres, Kodak (80?] 4IK>-tS42t must be contacted )>rfot  to you engaging in collecting 
activities, '"bey have the right te restrict access to any area far coosorvatiwi purposes or User atm'lcte 
Dwisisn ef Cmvme-cist Fish Area Masagsrtieni Biotagtste have toe r.gbt to specify metheds tor collecting, m  
wet! as lirr tng r.o collections ot ar.y species, and t">e number of specimens cot©ctatf by 8 me and area J t4  
■Wattle (Divisicn of Commeritial Fisheries KOcaatc Area F W V i Btotajisl (3R?) 4<SfM$u/:> must be contacted 
prior to the collection of herring,
2) Fish rot kept for enetjjetfefetet analysis should be released unturned tetk iiito He watts if possible.
3) Fish'ng must oease immediately on ah’/  law that cotchss ~ens thar 53 M*r<jn. Pehsrtitteu is expected to 
relccete before arothef tow is matte. In addition, permittee is *xp««ed to relocate fchiing activites if mom to* i  
'i.OSC’jj'/en-'a salmon s re present in anytow
4) for tows inside Kocfck and Afcgrak Bays a rtaxlrum ctf.150 sdur ?.* mor> and -S  tons of hsrrirg may be 
csip.u’Md $Mff. or -a,eased] in each bay. Area biologists request that the p&m-H‘.w  seriously swfcit tovrs 
inside thesa bays and ii.r.it the ti-ra of tow, or it necessary, leave bhese bays tc avoid excessive cstches ot 
calmer and hering.
6) S t w a r a c  eaten cata rotltwirty each survey, and separate 0)* near or trawl type, list spsctas (common 
name a at scietrilc name) and n.tnwa‘8 caught sat gsartype and dispsstco {'neteitsed alve' ‘released 
deac\ cr ’taken ba-sk, to ,ab't tor at specimens Please irdude a gcegraph.c doscr'ptsr in addition to 
temdefbngttude when a e m f/n g tte  arcasftsh.es.
8} Samples saved for identification or diet nr.n’yss  will 0« either disposed of or preserved far future referent* at 
Kodiak teb facilities,
7) WaStnc* vmy NOT be eoSeofSd or rei*«d*<J under f/w SvtbOdiy 0»’ thfe vemt!. Ff&tse cuitda i)<0 IKti.-natora,' 
A»C>«? H&fcvt C o tm h ^o n  or {206} S$4 123$, P.O. B<u 05509 Svut&c. VJA SS'i4S-Z0C9 to obimn ptsanfSSM 
t's> hn'miti voXntfk/tt.
4) No person mav t'anspon. ixtesess. export ifcm tho stats’, or ifcteasv into the waters of the state, m y  ve fish 
unless the person holds a valid teb transport cemiit rh'i Pv ena s~e afe'sar is n oannpiiatrje witr. at» concitcys 
si lha poiinit arid the provisions t>[ 5 AAC 4 1.006. A fish transport permit -rwv be 'as.tfid bv the won'itnissipncr, 
A ish trenspon psnr’t nust be obfe'tted ftricr to any exaortaiori of n-oit-crtservsci specimens Pease cantacf
8a*a la-sen at I CO 7) 4-3.8-4724 fpr more r.format on
9 )  All tns'tended csttecting gear must be teneled wHti the pamtow’S npme. telephoro mtrnsar and poim] 
number
10) a  c a ^ t t f tm s p s m f ,  iv£xSnQ nny Mmrxhnen&i. m>9tbe <ws'e &  *7 seJo' ccflpwcr; sues em tfir& a
Stem bit iiisfXXMtXi UJHOW totf'jva! by u tuptijsmwbm ui’Sttt departs,-mut at is MW tf''fcri'«.r,Hn.‘ cf&xr.
i  1) Issuance of 8; is permit cfaes not absolve the peirnittee f om contp’iance it  full voth any cod ail oth a» appfcat. i» 
tederal, stata, « r  local lawsragulottsns. orotdinaroas.
12) A  report of cotfectfng activitieo, referenced to this fo b  resource permit number, must be submitten to 
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of Commercial Fish, PO Box 115526, Juneau, AK  
09811-5526, attention Sara Larsen 1465-4724; aare_lsr3en@fi«hgame.stat*.ak.us), within 30 rtsys after 
the expiration of mis permit.
For each tew. tlvs twxrt slioukf suirmwizs Hw c « «  a re , s a l fccatter of tow f r « ” e of genera Iccatoit ard
Istituderionj tude of th# beginning of tew), tho duraton of tow and towing speed, tho ost rxatEc ta-a eatoh by
soacies tin opproanate nuntbere of fish or aapoxima® uumtsers of Founds), t e  <tun*cr sanflcd of rotenioa 
by speciss, 3rd *•« fate of the remaining fish (tree eksohec example; AnebdoW infermation on tho size and 
cond'Son of «H i&» ••apterod is atcou'agoa. A repot I* rsq.«*d whether <y not coiociihs actvtuwr were
.jricertnken,
11) PBRMIT t/ALIDATJQM requires permittee's signature agreeing to abide by permit conditions before 
beginning collecting Activities:
Signature of Pcmiftfec
CIt Steve Hornold
W'ayrs OonaldsO')
Ateaca Bureau of Wdl t e  FnVcement-Koc^it 
C F Oiv s iar Files
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STATE OF ALASKA 
DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 
P.O. Box 25528 
JUNEAU, ALASKA SM02-SS26
PISH RESOURCE PERMIT
(Fot Sdcntlfk:i8i3ucat>onji Fm yostyfr
Permit No. CF-05-045
Expires 12/31/2005
“ Ms oar-it authorizes Robert Fov (w>iic skmMar6 (s w itinxlan  m uh  ^ faegsrW vohriafeuj
person
C* Fishery llwUlStltai TocftnoiaflY Center: UAF d  118 Trident Wav. Kodiak. AK BS815 
zcercy ar ccgsfMsfinn arMress
:c c z r o u c t : u o a c i M i i e ?  Tom sareft !5,200a ta Oecsmbar3i 2005 ir aaaaeJsnce w/ti AS ir».or> ssn <m>ri 
AS 16.05.340:1.:;
PuTEOSg: Tc take possess, ssmpte «xt release, ta$ and release or sacrifice (ran-ta fish as per! of o r g c n g
surveys and new research projects, Survoy da:s will ba usad to atteas f«h c'str sn:ion, fisheries 
cceano^aphy, and tropnic interactim?, i* -;ii« Kodiak Anch.oe ago.
Location: Ail ws.te'5 of the Krxiisk A.rr.h;p»aco exfemiins Tom fra beach to the soeT fcowrk Waters f<om Lower
C » <  hlet to Pcttwk 8<nk am! so;ilh to Cfiniak Owl y, iwarshnre «tohs on the west side 'rcm UjanU 
Ray rrntlt to Simfn< as wat ts- Chin'ak and Maw ol Bays.
Species Collected:
Method o l  Capture-
lance.
5CJOQO Pacific hemnj 20.COB various addfe-w grsundfeh and pe-scic fish Adrift end 
juvenile Tsri win as identified, irc a sre c  and 'e eased 100 Tom cion specks wii he 
sacrificed to tar used tor «nerg«tc't: at analysis, <w» Contingencies section:
DsnTrrwl bottom frsvA, DsnTowri rmri’Aster hswt with mod fieri research cods -d  lifters Of 1- 
inch mash, tenglhe ccmmeraal saire, lacing g&sr small mash bason seine, runi p.rse 
seine (see Cotrthtgcnclt* sesSonj
f tfftiftT  O u t  J a n u a r y  31 , iW 8 . i he report shall ircude specas. neTifcets. Tales. anT lo aatic^  si ooitecaon aid
diSfXiSiton ord if appleoWe. » x ,  see. and oresdhq coricit-M and en-glhs snc waghte of *§-, The raport i M  rsten
incJi.Je crhar nfomatrar as may he fequyao .mdsr l,h» osrttiligattCBS section.
GENERAL. CONOTIONS. EXCEPTIONS AMD RESTRICTIONS
1. Trrts jwirO nua be carried by parser(s) spooled during approved aciiviltes *tic shall *hew : on iocug&I tc persons
aufiordcri to nnfcmu ai.,•*;)?.-1 sb ere gam* avs l nts senn: is n<M>t »!sferatte and vail te retroked or nsnswal denies by 
C-:m*iii®ijri«r c: -till arid <3nrrc r Ihu ucf riro; ventes .my el vv enndilinnsi, r-.cerrorr. f>< (er'.irto.i.r:® No 
i rrietegaticn ef at/Hiont/ rr«y b« «tc«w: ond»r tils po'riirt .lies® oooifcsliy noted
2 Mo spedma'e tsAort rrrcr n,jll«t,ily tnrrouf n*ey be r.oid c< borierad Ail spedmens n*est be c c p c c r y i J  n a public Vimeun
or i  aroiis jcisriifie c r  aduwit-nji inrfwi:*', enta® sta.vri lc'r->> .5 ihpemt>R«e& sl>;,n nnf teinin ,***,sesN'en ul
fiw; rn»ii.rln uf ufrar spesnreos
3. Um parrriiftse sh«f| deep n;i:e<iirc ol af ani-Atr;'?, condtMted under autx-iy of tn« permit, available for mstection e  A
ruiWviK<t<e ix*as upon neryuest of ar.y autocriisd state arifcrrerr<r • cfficsr.
4 Penitewill n «  bo rens'opri nnti liHbiScd irrpuile, as spec litc stcve. i s »  been rso&ved by li:e<e«rtt)ant
5 UVK.ERS RPEC1FICAJ.Y STATED HEREIN. THIS PERMIT DOES NO r AO 'HOHIZE thO *,<->Tttfori df SD0air«t5or MA 
wJir/4 ol sp«air«Ts in « f« «  3«wr>vM ftotori »  Hunting and tt -.r j:  wfhsut spprbptAte fcanset rei.iraa try k m  
»egi.a-<x»;duringees>8Mwora; s» in« ty rronncr, syarty mam. at»ry -jfm penrajed ay thpwrmi)Mkr1er».
. '7 ;-  / /  ., ^  / }
 L l s tu  .
Division of Gprnnnercial Fisheries Deputy Olrectnr
■' \_) Division of Commercial Fishsriss
A k*k« DepartweiR of Fish and Game-
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C F -0 5 -P 4 5  continued (page 2 o f 2}
Auttiorirod Potacnnal. Tb« following personnel may paliciooto ir, collccinp aeivifcs. jnds* te-ms of this pemiit: 
Robert J Fay Astmir. Smspwaiaw; Msty Ftefi LOewen Ucry W IHsrr-S. Brian Krwth- Lei <3 tic.
Contingencies.
1) St*v* Hon now (Division of Cryw w sW  Fisheries. Kodiak, (yom ge-l S73; of Wayne Donaldson iDivisicr, cf 
ComrrerclB* F * i» io s  <o<aiac tC07;-tse-'.Sd2) most bs contacted prior to you engaging in 'collecting 
■etivitHw. They hove « t i righl tn restrict 80MM »  any arft» for cc.o*sn««B3ri purpose* o* user conflicts 
OiVISian tSf Cam -em al Fkb Area Msrtsg«ww» WrlngWR hawn #is rigbf 10 SPMfy mofoecs -«r co actog as 
well bs limiting the oof ector* of any spaces, cmo me nunac* of spfn-imarts to'tected by time »xt  area 
25 F sh not rapt tof anerga&.'dtet analysis shrntB be>'Sleas«t urnst-ied tods into the wata, if pjesote,
3) rsitinj m ist cease iYrmedtately on any te* N n  catches tsr® it-ar so sairon »erwitte9 s  expected to 
reiixate bete’e 3nctii«r to-// is rode, In acid ion, oconMoe t» cxpctlcti to >etoe»S» Ssfing m&rtm f mo-s f a r  
I .O C O j u v e n  e  s a l m o n  a r e  p r e s e n t  in  a n y  t e w ,
4) For a.tto*rs srside Kodiak m i  Afcgnak Says 3 t m o r x n  of 1KJ &sMt salmon and -S  tens of neoiug may oc 
captured ilmpt or '« eased) in each hay Am* biologists re«ti*sl that tlw ocrmtte* seiccsiy water tows 
inside these bays and limit the dms a* a m ,  or u nscessaty. leave these cays to avoid excessive -catches of 
salmon srd herrirg
5} Surm a-ize catch data folio-ving sash survey, «r<J separate ay gear or bawl type. Lis', species (common 
na"a aw  scenM c narra) and mimoe's eauuM pet gear typo aid disposition released alive*, ■■eleased 
dead or tasen bask x  iab‘) for a specimens. Pteasa include a geogreph o m r ftc r  id addition to
ifrtitiirte.'tecg.teiievvt-er Mortifying the are?? fisfiect.
6) Sampias m ran ter rdemttcafloi* or aet analysis m  s* either tfispasod of or pres* *cec tor future refer*-** at
Kodak at facilities.
75 Hs'i'at/t mar teOT be> ss&Ktmi or ntiotomf n m sr  (he »uJ*)or%- of tens perms. « m »  cwfapf tee HeeetsSoM
fttcJfe « a » w  CM'm.tetjn at eo4-<m. f  o . 8ox $sm. se a m , m  s a u s  mm *> co^m p u v & m n
tertajVisyi uvUedrvn.
8) Mo person inay m nsmdL t m m m j m m  ,te<? ,f'« sags, or release into jbe w «*'s o? the siato. ony yo feh
unless ihe pemnr. holds a ./aiid fish lranspoit r^trrf.-.F-p l ant) tee eersm.is .n
ot m  penni.tew.-te.c?cv«iow M .S.M C 4 1  oos, M M .atsoctt.pefmlt may ae t e i ! »  c ^ M s s jc rs v
A fsh ranstxnt cer'-it mustide abteined prior to any axocrtatwi or ifoi'-preserred specimens Pieose coirteci 
SM S.Lat^r at tS3754d5^724 ^  mote .n^.noftor
9 )  A  j r t s t i g r d e d  c c M s c i i n g  g « a r  m u s t  h e  l a b e l e d  v / f t i  h e  p s r m i t t e e '2  t e i e p r . c ^ *  r u m t e r .  n n d  jr>c«rriit
numbse
10) A ccpy ot Jftjs o?,vw*f. tefutS'ng » ? /  aroendmrtts, « i« f  Be « « t e  -availab1a ar alf t e «  ca’.fecfen w a s awnf.e/cwec? 
si**; $*,'tHViMKtic*> opsn  request i f  £ ro.crasa»>'otivo egs »  ctepatSRom or **> few ettibrec.rioni o8 a n .
1 1 )  Issuance of this permit dees not absolve the perm ttse f*om comprises* in ft# with any and ail ot* er applcaltB 
federal, state, c* .ocal tews rsgu atens, o*<jrdhs*i36s.
1 2 ) A report of collecting activities, referenced to till* fish resource permit number, must be submitted to 
the A b tb n  Department of Fish and Gama, Division of CommBra.il Fish, P O  Box 25526, Juneau, AK 
89802-5524, attention Sara Larsen 1465-4724; **»a_!srscn#fWtgame.st*te,ak.us), within 30 day* after 
the expiration of this permit
For eausr tow this report sno.iifl sti"im aize  the dare area, and locator of tew ir o n s  o ' genets: (coaton ard 
la:i;.uce-'lnti(ji!,jE;4 of the ac-qirning cf tow), the duration of tow and towing spout, Ur© ©st mates total c r x h  by 
spectos (if approximate numb#*3 tr fish or approximate n jm b e rj of poti-ids), foe nt mfcsr sampled or retained 
by spscies, and ths fats of the remaining fish (see attested example;, Ana:: dotal infe-mstiion on the six* a r i 
csncBism of a! Ish  captured is sncuufaguc. A  r e « ' t  Is requiwe w hcf.or o r not cotectihg a a v rto i were 
undertaken.
11)  PERMIT VALIDATION requires permitfee’s  signature agreeing to abide,by permit conditions before 
boginriiiig collecting activities*. r
Signature of Permittee
cc: Steve Honnold
Way im Dortatesort 
Kevin Brennan
A  ask? Bures u of vVrtdSfe EntorerrmeHt-Kcfefiak
C F  Division Files
STATE OF ALASKA Permit No. C F -04-Q 31
DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
P.O . Box 2 5 S 2 6  Expires 1 2 * 3 1 / 2 0 0 4
JUNEAU, ALASKA 9 9 8 0 2 -6 S 2 6  '
FISH RESOURCE PERM ft  _ ......  jpfit PQ*»ASflC.'trii>“3{»C-rAl
I »im perm;! ju iC 'i20 8  Robert Fob Awosq .ssyaKwa is .'fSawcW -xr> gam  S ftraurrna uaflgsffom
ocrjon
Pf  Ftehotv industnal Technology Center: UAF al 1 1 B Indent Wav. Kodiak. AK 39SI& 
agency ar otganP«ton address
tooonc.ictiite 'c’tor.iw vltes tom  March 1S. 2003 to Dacainber 3 1 .2 0 0 3  ir ?»rorct».i;s with AS 16.35 930 ana 
AS i3.05.34Wb>
P u r p o s e : -g  pomtft, sw-ole 013 "Asase, tag ate rtteusa. o' satifo s f sH or .nvrtct'awa a* |V*f»
ot c-gomc surveys a id  new t«s«trcr projeets Surrey o®a -ahi s* d®«| ir ootw a- in  ic-trca'ca 
CilSirilX te r-. B id  bictorj cr*l c te m 'le n -s ic s  of m ar i s  te ii a rd  (n v w e b n w s .
Location: Ma'in-s watc-s.n t -t  vicinity o‘ Kotof. Aland f id  Afggrak ts a id
Speoiea Collected; A lc a ic  I »b (inSs.li, rv«nemak>»*- to any z ‘ theirufcstacrsw At! sieemers.eric^iifttered cnn"g 
sc mr/s. ind.id ig walleye Ha osk, fathead sole, eutaution Pacific cod rod; see » x  .kbc- 
Pactto sancto/ac, capotin r:o (see Contlng®ncies sedorii
Method ofCaetura: K-IUmk mKfcrrw trawl, Danlr«vl Fisks it toKC.Ti :ta»vl, CraitTcav.l Ueino Mironaire
fflttwafct liov.11 'irh m.-.r.if*ri 'SSbaoh cceer.d liners of - .mc» trash beech seine, irrtal 
parse seme (see Contingencies secfioni
  -Continuedon B o ck -
S t s P Q M  IS d E  J a n u a r y  31 3u6fl 1 W  rejim i snail irc lm ic  numbers Ook-^. -jn u  locate  •>> of c f  i '. i io r  jn c
diSfxmtor) zrd  'fbppfcoai? S ix  a@& and breed ng condtt otl. ant) ISr^ths snc vysiohts cf Ish T l»  repor y.teJ also 
induce Other tn 's m a iie n  3S m a y be ifKjit w d  oncer theCO ntineercHis =.«>oijc'
GENERAL. CONDITIONS, EXCEPTIONS An d  REST WCTIOMS
! TW* p*mt;: rreel be m i !•;<» by pctscrKs} speafed during AppinverJ «cfe jfe « who * i «  st«/> if 5 1  tttiMSf to aw ssm
sut! intend te onfcro* AH»sk*‘*  f »h and a t-n s  laws. T'-is s o ttt«h ncnranefef*i.« mid tv te  tw in e d  ?  reaM xil-w nicdby  
the C a r n is s B r * ' e  K-.-r s ««i & m c  if thd w n n t t w  vam** an? i;s csrciccr*. etcepsrtH  o- vnWcior®. he 
'«< M tg a K o n «i uuhmiHy mey bo cttowcdvitoar ibis »  tonii«<K.stf;«fee^r r « » ' J .
2, 'in .v<Acfi»vn»teasnwd-srwStsr'Vh3'M*«r9, —  -• 1a5.t-.-Tnf AMwKlmm>*ar««itKccccrdMN*•
■T a pub s scis-tfScor eduiatcoBf >11*1 '.tJkm w —,u y# tnfitoffHtM hemfn. suss* shat! not retain por.is-.* <;<t if
iye ftnirief* o- offisr t p « t n « i t t .
3. t ' e  peiM tfee. s t« tl te iio  o! ut! f.cSvr.ras offiWwsM -itdw  a td x a ib  id tWs psfwit. m t&Hto  t »  > *t 41
irm sortnta hours jycn  fscc«<f o f# n y rv -tro ')> «  tf ilv eukr.j;; tienl .-ffice'
4  P e r m !?  «.v II ' - y  t e  m d if r lr :f,« l» jd  r e p o r t ; ,  p *  r r > : c t e j  3 P 0 « ,  I n r .  I t m m  r c « iv t> 5  b y  f!  ,e  O epSr 1 n r n f
UN! *ss SPCCiriCALLY STAIHJbbRtW. ■ h X ‘O lir HOPS HOT AWCRtZfc *he r.>- :-f spec mr,<s v  9* 
W ki-g o< sp«Q ;nB M  h  atea» tr iii«iiM « 'o  hunting i r «  fe r --g  <vriv'fft up ir^rifR s  teep.an n s i..v « i  its- sLi'.-b 
re*julatcfis;*3um9 cio-.en e' /mi.v. ;>< in any -iBnne;. ky any me.in*.. al : •>■ In c  no*t ocmntfod Lydnj'* ityintdions
- J  fk
,5iv!ston of Commetci^p-Fl^hetrcs Deputy Diroitor
f  1 Oivision of Commercial Fishcriss
\ j  Atasfcn oepariftfwtt ol Fish and Gatnc
CF-04-031 continued (page 2 of 2)
A uthored Personnel: ""ht following pewrrsal may participates in ccitschng gdivithK unver ‘gyms oi ISS os*irn
kco&n J. Foy; students and techniSans t b a .
Contiiwencim:
1) Steve Uonmlst (Oiv«or. of Commercial Fisheries. -;9D7)4S8-1S;3J or Wayne Donaldson {OlviskM cl
Commemia' Plshanas, Kodiak (00?)48S-1842> must be contacted prior' to you engaging in col (acting 
activates. They hsva the tig it to restrict access tc any area "'er eonsetvabwi purposes tjr j s e  a n ft is , 
DtflSKTt of Corw ercai l*Rh Area frterwoMnnm Rirlqgists have #*« rigit to speuih/ fr-rhodi for coiiarting, ss 
wei as linit as -.(Ki .jsMcci.ors of a*r/ spsoies, and the number of specimens eeatected by time ar.d area.
i f  Fish not keot for ererw.teMiet sna-iysis should ba released unharmed oaek into the -x k v , r  possiWe,
3) fishing must see-se mmediateiy co any toar that caches more than SO samcn. Penrittee is expects# to 
relacak batere artoi-c,* tow is. matte. In add#**, petmiiiee •% uxaectec i& relocate f.s,bng sdA.tec if r*we ta n  
! .COO juvenile S8lmcri are presem in ar*y fa*
4) .fo r  all lows inside Kodiaksmc Afognak Bays, f» maximum e» is o  aau’i s>ai non and -•> row  of iemng r a y  oa 
cagfund (kept or rnimssea} in ssch bay. .‘Vea Ho'ngists m ryiw  ‘ha* me pprmtires serfcjslv watch tows 
m ade tr.es* bays a id  Irtrt t i e  m s  of tews, or if necessary. ton** ttipsa cay’s to avoid oxossave catenas of 
salmon and herring
$1 Sunnier4e dele following each survey, end separate by gsa,- er trawl type List specie? i«sr.mcc 
lame 3nrt ecieptiSo namaj and lUAbem caught per gear type arc! dtepcattor (released alive', ’released 
dead'. or 'taken back to lab’} for ail spocimens. Please iidydo 0 jsoyraphto descriptor in adciian to- 
faatudftdong tude when teer.Mying the areas *?i*d. ‘
6| Simple® saved for identification or <Hr. analysis, will be either o'spaseci of er (reserved lor tele re ratotefce at
Kc<fari*b»c>ii3«:-
? |  Hh& u'I tXHf NOT i)C collected or (efswuttf w;da' Jf,« okIIm ’J /  <>l bu’i  pef»0t PHtm> ncmfatx ins .'nfvmancr.a
PoOTk fiolmit ComfTix^it <it {20e,t 624-193$, P.O. Bex $2003. Swifts, m  m 4 i  Sim  to p***ssv>
for lfcM%;f CGffSCfirn
«) ML^S«:..r!n»t..«-antftta, . m m s ,  export from.to* ste» or ioieasa into the waters o-~fr.tr slam, any liva feh
.unless V C  OO’SOn holds 3 valid fith <ransFwl norm.', 1 '• t.P) aid  tits cwtan is to comp mnoe » « ■  <# .amjOBSsaga&i
of the pormiLgjidJhg C13V Stons o*‘ 5 - V C 4‘ .005 A te:n transport permit mm  he gm.eii by iho conmissorig. 
A  feh (renspoc.girmn must be obiained nrip- to aii^exocgfeti of noi-presetyBd.siMii»M»>s... g&age>oniact 
Sheila Martin.at tS'J/:«l!».us14ft tor mnm intorrr-aion
S) Ail tmsttsreled <x>itet»ing year must be (abated w ill Ihe pcmilites's narne, ta’aphena lumber, a -a  f.C 'T-il
number.
10} A y  1 t'i ol ibis pmmit  f,?3tiahg any smrxPnents, m at be m /to  ava.tobfc at al! field colhntion sites mitt au/eci
ivtos far hspeseon ttpoa mgiwsi by a repmstxttotfr* of tiepatimm a  0 lew tntfamfmmi o w » .
11) Issuance of this permit doss ref absora the ucrmffiee csmoiiarce ir- m i vatu ory ana oil oihw apple*!!;
todctai, state, er local Izm  reguteilans. or otdinanoer.
' 12} A  rooert of coltectfng activiflss, rcfarenced to this ffeh resource permit otimbai; must be submitted to
the Alaska Departntbltt of Flsfl and Gama, Division of Commercial Fish, PO Box 2SS26, Junsau, AK 
S8802-5526, aRenUon Shaita Martin (465-S14S, Bheila_(nartn^flshgBme Btats-ak.us}, vrlthdl 30 days 
after the expiration of this permit, ret r ^ s ^ .
For caet* lev,*..this report should summiHixe the ds*„6nw. and fcrabon nf tnw fnamt 25 genera! Iccafon p-d 
iatcuder'langituda ct Ilia begirning of low). r «  dUMtton of tow ai d tOA'Ing spS&:l the estimate!* .sou uat-i'. by 
species (in approximate rumhnrs of rsh or apprex?T.ett nurrHMfs of powds). the number sampled or reisi.vid 
by apseiw. and the *ste cf the remaninj Bsh (see ad ached «c9rpl»>. Ar»cdctal 'mfcwnadwi ont bes i c  end 
.mmSricr Of SB f « 1  ca p :r«J is encouts^xl A import % requirac wlathef sr rot collecting 3=b*-'iica M'CiO 
iirw ta ke r
11) PERM rr VALIDATION roqulres penmittew'S slgriBture sgraeina to Uam)i^jEO*"ditions baforc
beginning cobecbng activitjBS; '  '
Signature of 
Steve Honnolc
■Ftei & W.ldtife Enfcrocment •
'l-iayyi Dom’clsnr,
Or; Comm Fish files HQ 
Kevin Brenifin
Appendix B IACUC Certificate
Institutional Care and Use Committee 
PO Box 757560, 206 Eielson Building 
University o f Alaska Fairbanks 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-7560 
(907)474-7800
IACUC Web Page: http://www.uaf.edu/iacuc 
IACUC e-mail: Iyiacuc@uaf.edu 
May 11,2004
Subject: Completion o f IACUC Humane Animal Care and Use Training 
Dear Lei Guo:
The record indicates that the following modules of the University of Alaska Fairbanks 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee training program have been successfully 
completed:
Module 1: Introduction to Animal Care Issues
Module 5: Field Biology
Part 1- Fish
Teresa Fyons
Research Committee Coordinator 
Office of Research Integrity
